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September 1966

25 ¢

FULL OF PEOPLE

NEWS FROM
SPINY RIDGE
Edith Bestard
Eureka ?pr1ngfi
Ark.
72632

Is there anything quite as delightful
as the feeling on~ has ' after rains have
broken a sizzling drouth? We had had
six weeks without rain, combined with
100-plus temperatures most of the time,
but during the. past ten days we have
had three good rains.
It is surprising how soon suffering
pl~ts,
if · they are not entirely dead,
respond to the blessing of rain. I had
abandoned many annuals in the farthest
p~ts
of my yards, not even looking at
t m because I hated to view the havoc.
N w I see many surprising things: a bed
of zinnias bursting into bud and blossom; a long row of gourds that I was
sure was completely gone, now lustily
climbing the fence; a large plant of
wild Goat's Beard, set out this spring,
leafing out along its apparently dead
stems; a healthy bunch of foliage in
the spot where a tuberous rooted wild
four o'clock had apparently perished
last year.
Sights like these keep us gardeners
always trying. I saved many of my
plants this summer by mulching, though
: i t was a phenomenal task .to go to the
woods four miles away for pine needles,
during such terrible hot days. If I
had not done this, however, I feel sure
I would have lost my fantail willow,
purple-leaf beech, Jap. larch, Hemlock,
Franklin tree, and a curly leaf willow
which I started from a cutting. My experience has been that if you can get a
tree or shrub through .the first year,
it can endure anything except extraordinary severe conditions.
The cacti got along fine until the
rains started, but when showers b~~
gan to fall on soil still rain-soaked,I
carried a great many of them into the
greenhouse. I had previously
given
them a feeding with my epsom salts-salt
petre-bak ing powder-ammonia combination
and the moisture they received produced
immediate results. The Sand Dollar,
Powder Puff, Euphorbia bupleurifolia,
and Obregonia denegril at once burst
into bloom, and new growth appeared pn
nearly all the plants. My Testudinaria
is spending the summer in a flower box
of geraniums, Joseph's Coat, scarlet
petunias, etc., and I see that it is
sending up a twining shoot, set with
small l~aves. The b~lb sits on the
soil, and there is good drainage.
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The large Pachypodium, housed in a
50-lb. lard can, has put on many new
branches, and it bloomed in June. In
fact, all my African suc c ulents have
done unusually well this summer, while
my cacti, for the most part, look a bit
sad, I had always heard that 1.Hoodias '
are very tricky subjects to grow, but I ·
have two plants, which I give no special attention at all, that are growing
by leaps and bounds. They have never
bloomed, but I confidently expect them
to do so this year. Both of my Tavaresias are blooming, and the Trichocaulon, Euphorbias, and Stapeliads are
thriving.
.
If any of you grow the Edithcolea,
you know that it is a bit difficult,
but so attractive that it is worth the
trouble. It belongs to the Caralluma
section of the Stapeliads and is native
to British Somaliland, South Africa,
where it was discovered in 1894 by Edith Cole, member of a botani cal expedition. There it grows in rocky, sandy,
porous soil, and can endure long periods without rain.
The plant has many branching, slender
arms, closely set with short, reddish
spines, each circled by a dark ring at
the base. The blossoms, coming from
the tips of the branches, are scalloped
"saucers", with edges like dull red
velvet, stippled with fine, soft hairs.
The face of the flower is pale gold,
ridged with broa~, lengthwise wrinkles,
stippled with flesh-colored dots arranged in cross rows, and in the center
of the blossom is a high ring. The
whole effect of the flower is like a
Persian carpet or a Paisley shawl. I
have several nice Edithcoleas, and I am
thrilled to see a bud on a branch of
one of them.
Nothing has been more rewarding this
summer than my sedums. They displayed
carpets of white, yellow, pink, and red
blossoms, and since the rains their
foliage is beautiful. I am always eager to buy or trade for sedums (hardy),
and this fall would be a good time to
establish them.
To those who have planned to buy some
of .Mrs. Call's books but have put off
doing so and now have inquired about
them, I have a few copies of her wonderful cookbook, "From My Ozark Cupboard," and "Within My Ozark Valley,"
the story of her early life. These are
priced at 11.50 ppd.
I also have
"Stairstep Town," the story of Eureka
Springs, at 50¢, and quite a few copies
of her last work, a small book entitled
"For God and Country," a sincere and
thoughtful effort to defeat atheistic
communism by giving God his rightful
place in the United States. This little
book would be a fine gift for a young
person, or for use in Sunday School
classes. It is 25¢ and a 5¢ stamp.
The Boy Scout on the cover will be a
member of my senior English class this
fall.
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The sale went off fine, everything
being sold to the satisfaction of the
buyers and sellers. Grandma even sold
all of the her.bs from her "gunny sack"
that she carried in'back of the buggy.
I heard one old ' man say, "You know,
that little old 'herb peddler' is the
best auctioneer I ever saw." On the
way back home'Grandma grinned and said,
"Look in the covered dish and see if
there is enough water cress left for
supper. There was none left as I am
sure she knew and believing she was
"fishing" for a compliment from me when
she said, "My water cress must have
been pretty good." I said, "Oh, Grandma that li-as just a hungry bunch of
folks."
Dr.R.L. Sanders
Prairie PGin,L_ Miss. '9:55:5
!HE FASCINATING WORLD OF HERBS
PASSING IN REVIEW
My Grandmother prided herself on being some kind of a specialist in all
kinds of herbs and their uses, and I
remember one of the "sayings" she was
famous for was, "Everyone should learn
a little something about how to do a
little of everything so they can become
a Jack and Jill of all tra.des."
I remember attending,a farm auction
sale once with my grandma and most
everyone carried a basket and spread
dinner on the ground,and in grandma's
basket there was Cushaw pie, sweet potato pie, stewed prunes, dried apple
"fritters" all sweetened with wild honey; there was smothered chicken in butter, egg bread made with home ground
corn meal and buttermilk and there were
3 gallons ice cold homemade apple cider
sweetened with ground Licorice root and
to cap it all off there was a dab of
boiled water cress and this was the
dish that kindly embarrased me,as after
all I was 15 and I just told grandma
she shouldn't carry that old water
cress even if it was in her best covered china dish. I told her people
don't eat water cress cooked with "sow
belly• at fancy picnics and all she
said was, "it will be plenty "puny"
folks there that will need to eat some
of my specially prepared water cress
whether they want to or not."
When · dinner was over and it was time
for the auction to start, it was found
that the Auctioneer was not there. I
thought I would die
when -·Grandma
stepped forward when one of the officials asked if there was an Auctioneer
in the crowd to replace the one that
didn't show up. I got a firm grip on
Grandma's arm and I said, "Grandma you
don't know anything about auctioning
off this livestock and farm equipment."
She pinched my hand and said, "Turn me
a loose child, I have always made my
living with my mouth open and you will
have to make yours with your mouth
closed. Now go over there and sit down
and shut up!"
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CREDIT -WHERE CREDIT IS DUE
There are a number of people, especially in the Professional walk of life
that refuse to give natural' barks or
natural methods any
credit at all.,
neither do · they give credit to people
that really discovered the curative
powers of natural medicines.
I wonder how many have tried the
famous Dolphin eye drops that are processed from three of the leading natural barks? Being familiar with the derivatives of Slippery Elm Bark (Ulmus
Fulva), White Pine (Pinus Strobus) and
White Oak Bark and knowing of their
soothing and curative virtues, being a
graduate in Chemistry, I decided I ~
would take a long hard look at this
preparation as several close friends of
.mine had praised it so highly. I had a •
friend to order two bottles so that I
~ould
do a little research and I found
that it not only contained the proper
ingredients as stated but they were in
proper proportions,and I further found
it to be far superior to any pharmaceutical on the market that is put up as
a ~reparation for the eyes.
I want to say right here I do not
know nor have I ever met anyone connected with the Dolphin Enterprises, nor
have I ever sold anything to this company. Matter of fact, I couldn't sell
them anything even if they wanted me
to as I have been contracted with the
drug manufacturers ' for 42 years to sell
my entire productions of all medicinal
barks, roots, herbs, berries, leaves,
flowers and pollens for manufacture of
pharmaceuticals. I will say this, I
know of no preparation on the market
for the eyes that can compare favorably
with the Dolphin eye drops and I have
been in the field of medicine for 42
years.
I tell my friends money means nothing
to me at my age in life. I believe in
giving credit where credit is due. If
I never sell another ton of medicinal
barks or roots to the drug manufacturers, "let the chips fall where they
may." I had one friend to ask me how I
continued on page 5
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MARY BOA~RIGH'r
724 W.POPLAR
HARRISBURG,ILL.62946

ACRE

If I was dictator of all the garden
magazines I would set aside September
issues for the "Window Garden Issue."
Folks that don't have window gardens
could just read about them. September
is the most important month to get your
i~door
gardens planned and set up. If
plants are left out much longer they
will drop their leaves when brought inside. True, a sunny window is very
hard to supply at this time of the year
as the sun is still too high in the sky
to shine much through the window. I
substitute a floor lamp,or flourescent
lights are even better, however the
floor lamp will do just fine until the
sunshine starts coming in.
If you will plan your indoor ·plants
as a garden, you will enjoy the winter
months with your plants so much more.
A table top can become a very pretty
garden .with f~gurines,and a few choice
rocks even adds to the "outside" feeling. Don't forget to add plants for
fragrance, some of my favorites are
Lantana's. They have the smell of new
mown hay .when watered in the early
morning, and will bloom all winter
long. The scented
geraniums seldom
bloom in winter s6 I grow them just for
their fragrance.
Some
have pretty
foliage too, the peppermint and apple
are the best ones I believe, they are
also the easiest to keep small. I always grow at least one each of all the
double petunias for
fragrance
and
bloom, they will remain· in a 4-inch pot
for a whole year. I cut them back as
they grow tall and soon have ·. blooms
again. They start easy from cuttings
too, petunias do need a sunny window
for bloom. I like to grow peperomias
beneath my larger plants, they are such
pretty little plants and make a very
fine "ground cover."
Last winter a couple of crickets
spent 3 months in my window garden, I
loved their chirping at riight, I can't
have such things in the greenhouse, the
poison sprays that I have to use soon
gets them. What does one feed crickets? If any one knows please do tell
me. The Chinese kept them in cages and
even carried them about with them, a
Cricket cage is a valuable antique now
days, some . were made of fine China.
They must have given them something to
eat. I put tiny pieces of bread out
for them, they nibbled on it but I supposed for · the lack of something better.
Old legends tell us they .lived by the
fireside all winter and was considered
good luck to the household. Lets hear
from some one about them.

RAMBLINGS

MR. RAY WETHERBEE
4241 LaSalle Ave.
Culver City, Calif. 90230
Mid-July and everything is growing
like fury and heading for SPACE. Days
have been rather hot, but the nights
have been a little too cool to ripen
the bananas very much. Just get enough
of them for my suppers,so the neighbors
will have to wait. ~e first crop of•
red raspberries is about gone, but
there will be another crop this fall.
Pole beans and summer squash are plentiful with a late crop of beans just
starting to climb the poles for a later
crop. Tomatoes are growing at least as
tall as I am and setting on lots of
green ones with a few ripening for my
table.
A big volunteer squash (or ~umpkin)
took over one row of tomatoes lthe San
Marzano), the fruits are as big as a
,water bucket and have a green and orange mixed color. Unless it is one of
the marrow squashes, I don't know what
it is but it looks good enough to make
luscious pies when fully ripe. Other
winter squashes are growing among the
late bean crop, in which there is a lot
of sweet corn, even some of the tall
variety from South America. Some years
the corn-ear worm plays havoc with the
e~rs.
As folks don't care for it, I
eat what I want and let the rest go to
seed, which I feed the large wild turt ·l e doves and smaller mourning doves on
top of a screen sheltered tropical spot
where the cats can't bother the birds.
Under this shelter I have a huge bird
feeder, part of the bottom being open
for the birds to enter and a space for
me to toss in bread, suet, etc. and
where the cats can't enter.
The Anaheim and Fuerte avocados .are
gone and the Naball ones are not ripened yet. Where a neighbor and I gave
the Fuerte tree a grand crewcut, the open spaces are fast .filling up with new
branches so I will not have to climb
into OUTER SPACE to reach the fruit any
'more. Peaches, plums, apricots and loquats are gone for this year, but the
Calamondin (Philippine lime) fruit tree
is loaded with several succeeding crops
,from fully ripe ones to blooms, buds
and tiny fruit. The flavor of the Calamandin fruit is akin to the Kumquats
of Florida-VERY SOUR-but tasty if eaten
Cont'd on page 5
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Have a nice lot of Jerusalem Cherries
and Oriental Peppers
gcowing ·
for
Christmas time. as they ~ake such nice
gift plants with all their red colors.
Some of the garden clubs recess through
out July and August. I miss those two
months. OCI.T Grow . Garden Club of Oceanside is having a picltic in August
and the North County Shade Garden Club
is having a visitation to several homes
ending up with a pot luck supper, · Personally, I like to visit other growers
gardens,for so often you discover something new and as a rule they are so
generous with plants or cuttings. Recently visited the Voss Tuberous Begonia Gardens in Cardif over on the
coast and the son, Gilbert, is a ·cacti
fan · and a grower, He gave me a pot
with three plants in it of a coleus
that was such a brilliant color. Sure
is · a beauty,· I'm making some cuttings
from them to keep them going and some
to share,
Picnic and beach parties are all the
go now these summer days and one always
meets such nice people. Happy Gardening to you all. Vyia con Dios,

By Cactus Pappl
114 NatEil Way
Vista. Calif.
WESTERN NOTES
July is about finished. Nice sunny
days around the upper · seven"j;ies and
real cool nights make it ideal growing
weather and nice weather · to live with.
The Sacred Lily I got from Mary Long in
Iowa is sure growing. I'd say at least
two inches a day with lovely foliage.
Now I'm wondering where the bloom will
come from on it.
The North San Diego fair was last
weekend and I went on Sunday; I was
disappointed as the large tent was all
commercial and political displays, and
the livestock were out under a canvas
covering. It sure was hot. About two
hours and we were ready to come home to
the Vista climate where'we always have
a cool breeze. This is the last of the
fairs down this way,
Dahlias are sure putting on quite a
show but some of them are disappointing
as to color. I have marked the good
ones, so will discard the ones I don't
want, Have the Iris beds all torn up
and old parts of the plants discarded
and now have about two hundred plants.
I gave two hundred to a friend, all
from fifty plants three years ago, Have
six of the large Japanese Iris c·oming
in August and they are so pretty. Carnations, too, are so attractive.
Received lily seed from Ruby Gold of
Colorado. They are up fine and as she
was so generous with her seed I'll be
happy with them and have some plants
for friends. You know I never· sow a
seed or make a plant start but what I
ask the good " Lord to bless them so that
I might enjoy them and to share with
others,
Another large cacti nursery is -being
started· in Vista, This makes 4 of them
as this is an ideal place to grow them
outdoors the year round. Cactus seed
is also quite an industry. The plane
strike is causing a. great loss to the
commercial flower growers in southern
California as most of the cut flowers
were flown to eastern cities.
Amelia Matherson, of Miami, Florida,
was out here - a few weeks ago and we had
a nice visit with her. I gave her some
plants. Now the other day I received
from her a package with two pretty conk
shells and two cypress knees. One was
made into a candle holder.
Thanks
Amelia. Her daughter Mildred is
a
stewardess on a plane route from Miami
to Los Angeles.
Ozark Gardens September 1966

Ray's Half Acre cont'd from page 4
slow .and eas~ to keep from strangling.
One lady made up some jam from them but
it took so much sweetning that it was
rather sickening.
With an over abundance of mulch material, I keep the shredder busy most h
every day to keep a good bed of mulch
all over the place to hold the moisture
for the worms to work into the banana .
logs for humus. Among the birds I once
in awhile see a ·few of the new broods,
The flowers are showing their colors
all over the place, .
Dr,Sanders cont'd from page

3

get along with the drug manufacturers
who are my buyers, I told him, "I get
along with them easy, but they have a
hard time getting along with me,as I
cut off my supply of botanical drugs
when I am unable to see eye to eye with
them. This happens quite frequently,
guess this is the reason "I haven't
made my second million yet."

Qur front co'Ver photo is to · the
credit of Mr. A. Hintenach of 832
Oakmont Ave., Erie, Pa. 16505; a
commercial artist who so graciously
has let Ozark Gardens copy his original sketches. You will treasure
his work as it appears from time to
time on the cover of your Ozark Gar_dena. If you appreciate his work,
drop him a nice letter of apprecia.tiOn.

5

cheese,

You know we grow parsley betold you about its appearing on
Good Friday, I planted it inside on
St. Valentines
Day and
the charm
worked. Parsley tea dispels fever and
quiets the nerves, for us anyway, Some
say it has a high vitamin content,maybe
so, but surely such green has an ~ple
supply of chlorophyll.Have any_. of ylni
tried the large tap-rooted parsley? Its
good but we always go back to our little moss curled favorite,
Yes, there is an end to this assemblage of umbels and we've reached it. It
is sweet cicely or myrrh, all the nice
things we have said about any and all
the rest of these delightful plants can
be said and underscored for sweet cicely. Like many of these others, it is
an ancient herb, well known to the early herbalist and to it Parkinson paid a
real compliment. "It gives a better
taste to any other herb put with it,"
The beautiful fernlike foliage tends to
sunburn like chervil and
therefore
should have partial shade, Our plant
has a special place in the plot and in
our heart because it was a friendship
plant given us by Mary and Mabelle
Keating, two sisters of a pioneer family here, It came from their garden
which was one of the first real flower
gardens in Muskegon and dates back to.
the earliest of the lumber days. This
plant is widely used industrially, its
seeds flavoring chartreuse,
As I write this corner from the dining room, I look dut on the little herb
garden and glance here and there to
call the roll of this fascinating herb
family. I find them mostly all here,at
least a plant or two, but at the moment
angelica, celery and cumin are missing,·

Ag-Kaa-Noo-Ma-Ga-Qua
UMBEL FAMILY CONTINUED
FROM AUGUST ISSUE
Fennel, as a child I knew this as
"meeting seeds",for my Canadian Quaker
grandmother always had a supply of them
for me and if I got restless or wiggly
in church, grandma produced a few and
let me chew them, They did the trick,
There are .three fennels, the common,
sweet and Italian, The common is often
wild or escaped and in some sections is
like a wayside weed, Dill, here in
Michigan, has also taken to the hedgerows and waysides, Sweet fennel is the
one I usually have and I use not only
the seeds but the feathery foliage and
the stalk, Sometimes I have hilled it i
up and blanched the stalks like celery.
The plant is anise-scented and the
swallowtail butterflies like it almost
as well as dill. Here at the lake, among its chief uses for us is
an · important part of herb butter sauce with
fish. Being right on the lakeshore,
fresh fish is a favorite item for our
visiting friends and we think herb butter sauces are very special. We could
not get along without fennel, Like all
these others it has many uses, mediciHal, industrial and household but its
for fish we like it,
. Lovage, you ' may call it smallage or
even smellage, but it is a beautiful
~lant and must not be overlooked in the
herb garden, It is a perennial and I
was delighted to discover mine a few
weeks ago after I had thought it had
winterkilled. It was a complete and
happy surprise. Like angelica it might
be called a "miracle drug" for it has
so many uses and such a record of usefulness down through the ages, The
hollow stalks, swollen joints and the
large clusters of yellow flowers make
it an · unforgettable sight in any herb
garden. The lead stalk of this is
blanched like celery and fennel and
eaten as a vegetable, Seeds are popular for wines, cordials and confections. Medicines as well as perfumery
and tobacco benefit from its flavor.
Lovage and angelica, what charmed names
these plants have.
Parsley is perhaps the best known o!
any herbs. Cooks and diners who do not
know one ~erb from another, know parsley and do not even consider it an
herb, M~stly they think of it only for
garnishing and little do they realize
its importance, A plant of ancient
lineage,it was used for victors garland
in Greek and Roman days. We like it in
cheese, eggs, stews, salads, chopped in
carrots and with dill or caraway seeds
in beets. Its bright green hue makes
it popular in coloring wines and sagg
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Having introduced my "umbel friends"
in the August and now, in the September
corners, may • I make a few suggestions
about th.e harvesting of them.
Unlike the leafy herbs, special attention has to be given to many of
these "seed herbs" else the seed will
be scattered and planted by Mother Nature before the human gardener has a
chance to gather it.
·
For this reason close attention must
be given to the umbels as they come to
maturity and· the seeds are formed,
In most cases, you will want the ripened seed, so allow it to mature and
watch to be sure the moisture is · off,
then cut the seed heads. I like to
leave a fairly long stalk for handling,
but that is an individual matter.
There are .almost as many ways of drying, QUring and handling as there are
herbs and each of you have probably developed his favorite, so I will give a
few suggestions that have· proved out
for me.
For such seed herbs as dill and caraway I tie a bunch together, invert the
heads in a paper sack, punch a few
holes toward the top and hang in a dry
place. As they dry the seeds fall to

6

Herb

c~~ner

cont'd on page 28

Among My
House Plants
MARY LONG
Stratford, Ia. 50249

GARDENING AT THE
FOOT OF THE
ROCKIES
WITH
FLORENCE M.RODDY
1200 S.Forest St.
Denver,Colo.80222

AMONG MY HOUSE PLANTS
Hi! Here tis the last of August and
time has gone so fast as I have been so
busy. We got a shower of rain, need it
so bad. The ground is cracking and
flowers are dry. Begonias are blooming,
Sultanas, all colors of the rainbows,
and · such beautiful Tuber Begonias. I
have 4 Picotee· ones which are so beautiful. The Geraniums are so pretty as
well as many beautiful coleus. Also
have Pink Lavatera and deep Pur~le lark
spur in bloom, so pretty. The snow on
the mountain never seems to care how
dry it gets. The Gloxnias have been
blooming and many are coming up. The
Episces that likes its hot windows are
just a mass of pink, red and so forth,
~lso
an orange Achimenes is getting
ready to bloom. · I have beautiful lettuce leaf Begonias and a Calla Begonia
doing so good for once, even the -~ Sinet
plant has filled its jar.
So many write and tell me how much
they love O.G. I tell them to write
our editor and keep up his spirits.
Loyce the Pink Bogenvillea is a mass of
pink, has been all summer. Irene, long
time no hear. No
bananas yet
but .
reaching for the sky. Our paper is so
good to read from cover to cover. Have
some big sunflowers .growing with cacti.
Pappy's gourd seed . is
planted and
climbing with
heavenly blue morning
glorys
on ·so·me arid beans on others.
Must rush, · too · much work and · just
2 hands to do it all. God Bless
you
all until another month.

Gardens and birds are symbolic as
where one is found there is the othe~
A garden without the bright plumage and
happy song of birds would be a sorry
mess.
But this love of having birds around
the garden and home is not an old idea,
as not long ago, traps, snares, poisoned feed and bright
objects were
placed in and around the garden area to
frighten or kill them. They all were
~onsidered pests.
Among the first acts of law passed in
the Colonies were bounty laws, not only
offering rewards for the heads of certain birds that were c~ndemed without
trial, but imposing fixed fines upon
the farmers who did not kill his quota
each year. Naturally every man and boy
carried a gun and everything in feather .
was a legitimate target for them.
For two centuries . and a half this
systematic distruction of birds blundered along in every Colony and Territory, resulting in a tremandous loss to
agriculture that if figured in dollars
and cents would stagger the minds of
men even today.
Then after two and a half centuries
of this wantom distruction of bird-life
the bird lovers and classifiers began
to make themselves heard. These men
who pioneered a systematic bird study
were Audobon, Wilson,
Nutall,
and
Baird. Thoreau was a voice crying in
the wilderness as his books lay in
At the foot of the Rockies cont'd
piles in an attic, unsold, and many
years after his death.
for the blackbird, two for the crow
But after so long a time and dedicathree for the cutworm, and four to
ted effort, John Burroughs did finally
grow. And always 4~5 kernals of corn
awaken the people to a popular entnusiwere planted to a hill.
asm for out-of-doors life, especially
· Many, many times, while helping reof gardening and birds.
plant corn on my "fathers farm in South
But it wasn't until 1885, through
eastern Iowa, on a lovely May morning,
pressure groups that . the Department of
I . have seen those glOomy dressed felAgriculture was authorized to spend a
lows, the crows and the smaller glossy
ridiculously small sum to learn the
dressed blackbirds following after me
definite economic value of birds to
down - •each row of corn, busily looking
mankind.
and scratching. Oh yes, I threw clods
But even this helped, and when the
of dirt at them, trying my best to
white search light of science trained
frighten them away, thinking that they
its sights upon birds, not even the
were undoing my work, never realizing
lowly crow appeared as black as he had
how many hundreds of the real pests of
been painted. I know that many of ·you
the forth coming crop that they were
readers have heard your parents or
destroying while occasionally stealing
grandparents repeat this old rhyme: One
that delicasy of a kernel of corn. Continued next month.
Ozark Gardens September 1966
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MAE BEES

BEAUTY FOR YOUR GARDEN
Mae Dees, Rt.1 Coldwater, Mo.63934

BEAUTY FOR YOUR GARDEN

Like Edith Bestard, trees have meant
Received too late to classify
so much in my life, I am gra~eful that
God gave us the wonderful gift of
trees. I have as many in my little CLASSIFIED
garden as I can manage without making
BROMELIA
BALANSAE
OR
the whole plot too shady. Here is a
Aechmea
Lueddemanniana
list of the trees I have ~lanted in
large seedlings,
75¢.
this little Eden: Mulberry (everbearCryptanthvs Acavlis,(Rubing), Wahoo, cherry, peach, weeping
ra) 5 for $1.00 will send
willow, box elder, silver poplar, black
list. 20¢ postage
for
locust, pussy willow, baby cedar and
each $1 order, Bill Kirk
staghorn sumac. These twelve are all I
5711 Bayshore Blvd.Tampa,
can give standing room to in my small
Fla. 33611
plot.
The willows (all kinds of them) are
FALL SALE on unusual pot
my favorites. I see I left out my newly acquired twisted willow, but I value
plants, Tropical plants,
shrubs and vines,
many
it highly and hope it grows for me. The
plants i price;Send stamp
willows soothe me. They seem to reaqn
ed envelope for long list
down and sort of touch one with comforting fingers when you are tired and
to, Loyce's Flowers R.2,
discouraged. You look up and beyond
Grandbury, Texas 76048
the tree you get a glimpse of magic in.
PHLOX
the heavenly blue skies. The silver
poplar is next. I love to see its
CREEPING
PHLOX ; Rose,
leaves quiver, turn, twinkle and tremLavender, 20 plants $1.00
ble in the sun at the mere suggestion
Large Bronze Lillies;Rose
of a little breeze. Then the deep rose
Phlox;Alpine Daisies, 25¢
sweet pea like blossoms of the honey
each: Postage 20¢ extra.
locust are delightfully fragrant and
Frances Ellenburg, R. 2,
attract numerous humming birds.
Bo~ 223,
Walhalla, s. C.
29o91
The cherry trees are favorites of the
song birds and bees. The box elder has
a bad habit of propagation. Its winged
SEEDS:Double blue datura,
seeds fly everywhere and each spring I
orna.peppers;Pa~aya;
ear
. have the sad task of destroying these
tree;Amaryllis,(white,red
lovely baby trees. I may replace this
stripe)(red,white stripe)
tree (very large now) with a fragrant
Stamped envelope,25¢ pkg.
sassafras and a snowy white dogwood.
Sophia Parsons,1425-18th,
One problem of having lots of timber
Ave , ,~ast.-Bradenton,Fla.
about you is that all your friends and
33505
kinfolk from cities and towns within
reach, feel that they can ·Come at any
time of year and go home with their
*************************************
cars laden with little trees. EspecCOUNTRY WORLD
ially at Christmas time they all want
The magazine of Small Town America
big pines or cedars. I am not selfish
featuring flowers, gardening, nature
but I had to do something about this
and "Martha Hoffman Seed Exchange"
problem, because not only did they all
Sample 30¢; $1.50 per year. R2,Box
want free trees, but they had a way of
100G, Carmi, Ill. 62821
maneuvering me into digging or cutting
*************************************
then packing the trees and placing them
in the car.
SWAP
So Mae finally rebelled at being the
I would like to swap daylilys or Iris
goat. She has made out a price lis1
for hardy cactus and succulents as I'm
of her little trees and because she
making a new rock garden. Want mostly
loves to see a forest grow, she has
cactus in it. I'd like to know where I
placed.her prices HIGH. Friends can no
can buy some f·igurines sui table for
longer afford Mae's trees. They can
Rock Gardens. Can any of the r eader
get "first class" nursery stock so much
help me. Where could I buy good bloomcheaper. Mae has never sold a tree and
ing size Cactus that will stand our
doesn't expect to do so, but this plan
winters here. I have a few but need
really got her off the hook.
more. I also have fools onion bulbs to
From now on when I want to give a
swap, bloom in ~arly spring and has
tree (and I do give lots of them), I
pale blue blooms, multiply fast. ~
simply dig, pack and send it where it
have over 200 kinds of flowers. Will
will be cultured and cared for and it
swap for dolls,rocks or cactus. Please
is really appreciated .
write. MRS. JOHN HOLLEMAN, Parks, Ark.

MARKETP
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FI ower Ranch News
MRS. HATTIE H. DAVIDSON
Rt. 1, Box 204
West Palm Beach, Pla.

Here we are in mid-July and the job
of cleaning up the Bromeliad planting
area has just been completed. During
the rains in June, many outdoor jobs
were put aside. Then when the rains
ceased, all kinds of miscellaneous garden work had piled up. Weeds and unwanted grass had taken over where ever
there was a bare spot of soil. Grass
needed mowing, it had grown very high,
We both worked at edgeing the foot
paths and the driveway. My husband has
been mowing many hours at a time and I
have pulled up bushels of weeds and
volunteer growth.
Early yesterday morning (about 8 a.m)
I loaded up my garden cart with the
necessary tools and started work on the
Bromeliads. Pine needles had drifted
down and lay thick over the plants. I
soon found that the only way to remove
them was by hand. Even my tiny bamboo
rake couldn't be used. Some plants had
died, these had to be removed, others
had to be reset and also had to rearrange the logs and driftwood pieces.
There was a heavy fern growth which had
to be pulled. These like all other
waste green growth were added to our
mulch system. Our Bromeliads are planted between and upon a trimmed-out clump
of Saw Palmetto (Serenoa serrulata).
The Palmetto branches
(fronds) are
dangerous, having hooked spines and belonging to that kind of vegetation
which reaches out and grabs a person
Whenever possible. I worked steadily
and by noon, quitting time, had the job
only half done. This morning I was at
it again and now the whole area is
finished, even to a top dressing of
damp shavings. Some of the Bromeliads,
those which looked poorly, unhappy I
call it, have been planted into containers and are in the slat' house. In
the fall when they show growth and appear sturdy again, they will be returned to the Palmetto area with the
others.
We have found that the Neorgelia
spectabilis are the easiest to grow.
They grow on rocks, in dirt or on logs,
and even in the boots of the Palmetto
tree where fronds have been cut away.

Also of easy care are the Billbergia
pyramidalis. These are
very common
down here for outdoor growing and sometimes called Orchids or Lilies, why I
do not know. Both of these species are
only grown from off-sets. I find any
Bromeliad grown from seed is a slow
grower and takes three or four years to
bloom until it is a mature plant, while
an off-set or off-shoot will flower in
about half that time.
Our Cardinals built a nest on a trellis close . to a garage small door entrance. This was not discovered until
the two baby birds had arrived. The•
male bird had been very friendly for
several months. Now under the load of
fatherhood he has turned into a beggar
at the back breezeway door. It ·appears
to us that when they noticed we had
discovered the nest, the young ones
were moved away. One night they were
there and the next morning they were
gone. The intense feeding continued
and I cooperated fully with sun flower
seeds, even standing guard over the
seeds so the Blue Jays could not steal
them. Mr. Red would carry a mouthful
to the young ones and somehow or other
they got separated because Mrs. Red
would take food into a westerly direction and Mr. Red- would fly off to the
south. I can hear the young shrill cry
when a parent arrives. I hope both
survive. They surely have had very devoted parents.
As a rule we do not interfere with
insect life here at Flower Ranch, but
this summer the
Lubber grasshopper ·
(Romalea microptera) have been plentiful and we have killed dozens of them.
They are much too fond of lily and amaryllis foliage. They are lovely to
look at, bright blue when young and
orange and red at maturity. The female
often reaches two and a half to three
inches in size. Mosquit9s too, Rave
been plentiful, so have the Dragon fly
or Mosquito hawk and the tiny green
tree frogs and the chameleons. They
all take care of the mosquitos. Nature
uses her own balance and takes care of
the excess, except the grasshoppers.
They are our problem to exterminate.
MY UNBEL FRIENDS
Angelica, Anise, Caraway, Dill,
(all these seeds on my window sill)
Coriander, Cumin and Sweet Chervil,
(dry them, store them, cherish them
well)
Celery, Lovage, Fennel-common or
sweet
(these with the others in fragrance
compete)
Parsley-taprooted or softly moss
curled
(the greenest green in all my herb
world)
And last of all, Cicely, dainty and
sweet,
(this makes the roll of these herb
friends complete).
Margaret Drake Elliott
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the highway
That IS What they Said,
I'd give $100 for every one that could
be found there now. It is possible
other areas can be located, but I will
not be the one to find them and by the
time others may get around for the
search they too may be destroyed. It
is an unfortunate fact, but most people
have a genuine dislike for cacti. And
very few states have laws to protect
them. Arizona and California are to my
knowledge the only ones.
0

Would you believe Mr. Bernard Schere
of Detroit tells me he had 1082 blossoms on one plant, an opuntia compressa? On an 0. fragilis 160 blossoms. 0.
Polardii, which is a spineless variety,
and grows like mad, 250 blooms. I believe!
Would you . believe that after some 15
years of P.Ossessing 0. Davisii I at
last had a blossom set on only to be so
busy with guests the day it opened, I
missed it?
Would you believe the o. versicolot,
some 6 ft. tall,is dying? From what
cause I cannot figure, but small spots
have appeared in the center of the
plant as though herbicide had been
sprayed onto it . The top is quite
healthy. Immediate surgery is a must.
This I cannot believe myself! Echinocereus Coccineus var, inermis,in a few
days was nearly covered with soil by
ants and as soon as I could get to it,
uproot and examine it, at least half
the small cluster had rotted. So now I
~ave
cuttings to root, but not,very
happy over it. (Also now have a can of
chlordine, which I notice ants do not
relish.)
. Dragging several lengths of hose around to keep the plants from burning
up is out of order these days. Instead
I am trying to duck the daily down
pours and being thankful we are not in
the path of the several flash floods
from the mountains.
Also I find up to 8 to 10 children
per day with one single thought, "May
we see the puppies?" Five little pups
have come to make their home with us,
but hope it will not be for too long,
cute little rascals that they are!
Many ranchers with vast acreages are
uslng herbicide sprayed from airplanes
to rid the land of cacti. Many other
habitats are being bulldozed away,and
in the case of Lake Powell which is the
body of water backing up behind Glen
Canyon Dam on the Colo. River, the side
canyons are being flooded and vast numeers of Sclero cactus are lost. Also
I came upon one place where the highway
building crew had sprayed herbicide over a hillside where the only clusters
(in any considerable numbers) of Coryphantha vivipara and Echinocereus veridiflorus was found. Not that the land
will be available for pasturage or even
a road side rest atop, the high bank
prevents that. The workmen told me only a few plants would be destroyed by
Ozark Gardens September 1966

BIRTHDAY CLUB
MAKE BIRTHDAYS more fun oy joining
OG's Birthday Club. Shower honorees
with cards, letters or items of the
hobby interests. The club is open
free of charge to all subscribers
MRS. STELLA RINNMAN, 139 Oak St., New
Lenox, Ill. 60451 BD August 14. Hobbies are collecting antiques, dolls,
postcards, herbs and roses.
(Edi.
Note) Mrs. Rinnman sent her BD in way
last March and it was put back and
saved and was forgotten, do make her
feel welcome please.
MRS. VELMA MALOTT, 10257 Sun Valley
Ave., Tucson, Ariz. 85706 BD Sept. 12,
1938. Hobbies are houseplants. Would
like to swap cuttings. Especially of
Begonias, Bromeliads. I am looking
for a lettace Leaf Begonia start and
Piggy Back Begoni~ start and all kinds
of Bromeliads . I have some Bromeliad
seeds, Begonia and other seeds I will
swap for some cuttings or other houseplant seeds.
MRS, BEATRICE I. RESSLER, 1603 Myrtle
Ave., Camphill, Pa. 17011 BD Sept. ?
(Edi. Note) Mrs. Ressler did not send
in her birthdate but is a long time
reader of Ozark Gardens,
WILDA GANEAU, Box 159, Institute, W,
Va. 25112 BD Sept. 15, 1902. Birthplace is Beckley, w. Va, Aids anyone
with speech defect.
Mrs. Lee C. Condrey, Box 202, Silver
Springs ,Fla, 32688, BD Sept,13
Hobbies are;Collecting colored glass,dolls
cat statuettes and little pitchers. My
greatest gardening interests are Roses
and all kinds of Geraniums.
SOME Tid-Bits from back issues of
OG
"A man of words and not full of deeds,is
like a garden full of weeds".

"Your mind is your garden, your thoughts
are your seeds, and you surely will harvest-Either flowers or
weeds".
A Message From The Master Gardener
He watereth the hills from his chambers
the earth is satisfied with the fruit of
thy works. He causeth the grass to grow
for the .cattle, and herb for the service
of man: that he may bring forth food out
of the earth. Psalm 104: 13, 14~
-10-

&f\ CTU s Tidbits
T.C.Leopold-R.D . 1 •.'Box 227
Fairview,Pa.16415

Welcome to the "Wonderful World of
Cacti" for September. It just does not
seem possible that summer is on the
wing and that Autumn is so near. Letters from all over the country have
told the same story, high temperatures
and humidity and the combination of
these two mentioned are bad for cacti
and some people have reported a great
loss of plants. August usually is very
hot and dry, but in our area it has
done a turn about in that it has rained
for days and the temperatures have
dropped from the 90 and 100 degree mark
to the low fiftys and sixtys, This to
a cactus grower is something to fear.
But knowing this weather condition is
not the same the country over makes it
very difficult to write a column on
cactus. Regardless where you live and
the weather where you live, keep this
rule of thumb for your plants, Remember cool temperatures and water do not
go together for cacti, but hot temperi=
ture and water go together.
I also want to say this, we are trying to help you month by month, so if
you wonder if you should water your
cacti in January don't get out your
July issue and say,here it says to water when dry, that is for July not January. Use the information given each
month as it pertains to that particular
month, On page 23 you will notice a
sketch of how to graft seedlings by
Sadahiro Yoshida,an Ozark Gardens reader in Japan. This fine lad has been my
personal pen pal for some time now and
was introduced to me by Vesta Starkey
up in the state of Washington . Sadahiro will from time to time share his
experiences with cacti with us.
. We are adding to our subscription
list every month those who love cacti,
In the months ahead we will see beautiful drawings· of cacti and information
on them by Maxine Goodgion. This lady
is a graduate sculptor but her hobby is
cacti and succulents and I for one will
be looking forward to her drawings.
Maxine is a perfectionest in growing
cacti from seed and we hope she will
diagram her method of seed growing to
share with you. I also have another
Japanese boy that grows cacti and does
a lot of grafting with Echinopsis. I
have tried for months to get in touch
with him but I have been unsuccessful,
I want to thank each one that ordered
seed, I was happy that so many took the
chance to obtain seed. I do wish that
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many more of you had written a little
note along with y our order as to what
your cactus collection contained.
There is still more seed of Rebutias,
Our first supply was ·soon gone and we
called on Mrs . Glen Anderson to help us
out with more seed; This is all 1966
seed, but if you bought seed that did
not germinate let us know,for a stamped
envelope we will replace it free. We
are not out to make money on this column, but our only desire is to further
help the hobby of cactus. The Rebutia
seed is 20¢ pkt., but I have over 20 ·
fruits of mixed hybrid Echinopsis to
ripen and dry and if you would like
some of thi~ it will be free to you if
you send a stamped envelope to return
it to you. This is st~ll in the fruit
stage and mailing will be later, so if
you send now . ! will wait until dry and
share it among those of you that want
some. Those of you that did purchase
seed are · welcome to some of thiE free
seed also. Don 1 t .wait though, send your
addressed stamped envelope now.
The Gymnocalycium is a good window
sill plant, flowering all summer long
They start to flower very small and
have a very large £allowing among cactus growers. I have one that is only
one inch in diameter that flowers all
summer long and has a yellowish color.
The flowers on these remind me of seeing a water tower in the distance. The
flower tube is quite narrow and the
bloom is heavily pettaled to look almost like a mum flower.
I will not
have seeds of Gymnos for ·sale , Although I do have a few fruits on them
but some take all winter to r i pen. In
our classified page you will find the
address of the Cactus Seed Co, in Toronto, Canada, they can supply you with
Gymno seed . I have, bought from this
Co. and they are good, send for their
seed list and let your mouth water from
wanting to· try some of which you have
nev er heard .
Water your plants less now as the
weather cools off and if possible keep
your orchid cactus and Christmas cactus
out doors yet . this month , they love the
cool ~ights and moist air. Your orchid
cactus will grow new leaves now thru
October and also the Christmas cactus
will show new leaves. ·
It is hard to be an Editor of a magazine and have to cut your own column
short, there is no one to get peeved at
but yourself, so I must shorten this
one now. Mrs. Martin Gnadt sent in a
very good hint about getting rid of
root mealies and we will pass this on
to you next month.
Next month being the "Harvest Issue"
we will have our photo in for you to
see and a few cacti in bloom. My story
for October will be "How can we Help"
or "Three Children and a Cerami c Elephant starts a Hobby" . Don't miss it ,
I'm sure you will enjoy hearing about
it. See you all in the Harvest issue.
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We Hear By The Gourd Vine
BY·': Fae Hecht
27 New York Ave.
Congers, N.Y. 10920
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Why did my gourd vines die after
reaching 4 feet; why did my gourds decay after being indoors a short while;
when should gourds be harvested; how
does one dry the gourd to the =stage
where th~ seeds rattle; what do I do
with the seeds found in the gourd; are
gourds an annual or perennial; you keep
refering to gourds as non-edible, but
when I lived in Italy, gourds were included in our diet regularly. These
are some of the questions posed during
my lectures.
Here are my answers, The gentleman
who ~ inquired
about the death of his
vines after they reached 4 feet was abL
le to determine the cause from my answer, "It may be due to poor soil, too
sunny a location or too much watering."
This was his problem: Every morning
when watering his roses, since the
gourd ·vines were so close, he soaked
them too. Once gourd plants take root
they do not need much water unless
drought occurs. He drowned his gourds.
The next three questions can be answered together. The decay of ·gourds
may be traced to harvesting. Only hard
firm gourds should be removed from the
·vine, Another common fault
is the
gourds purchased at a florist or some
road-side stand may have a coat of
shellac. Gourds are warm season plants
"and must be harvested before the frost.
Soft ones left on the vines sometimes
live to mature because the weather usually warms up in a day or two. Once
indoors gourds should be stored in a
cool, airy, dry, room out of the sun,on
trays which permit air circulation.
Some gourds dry out naturally, others
have mold formations during the drying
process. Since gourds are 90~ water
this mold is natures way of bringing
·the moisture to the surface. If gourd
becomes soft, get rid of it. However,
if gourd is still hard and firm, this
mold should be scraped off and the
gourd watched for a few days during
which time all excess mold is wiped
off. Many gardeners,
mistaking this
mold for decay, have discarded many a
good gourd.
As water evaporates, gourd becomes
lighter in weight and color. The seeds
are heard when gourd is rattled. Now
you can see why shellac on a fresh
gourd is harmful. Shellac, paint or,
varnish seal the pores and leave no
room for evaporation of water~ Hence,
the decayed gourd. Once
thoroughly
dried both the Ornamentals and the Lagenarias, which are used for craftwork,
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can ~ast for years.
Seeds may be stored in a cool place
and sowed the following year. Some
seeds were even found to be viable after 5 years. My gourds are annuals
(complete their cycle from seed to
fruit in one season). However, I've
been told a perennial gourd can be
found growing in the South Sea Islands,
Although gourds in this age are grown
mostly for decoration and are non-edible, I've read somewhere that American
Indians once upon a time did use gourds
in soups and stews, With all the vegetables at our disposal today it would
be foolish to depend on the bitter
gourd for nourishment.
Gourds belong to the cucumber, melon
and squash family. What Italian farmers call gourds, we lable as squash.
More questions and answers will appear
later on.
UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES
DAYS TO REMEMBER
Long before TV antennas were seen on
roof tops or had even been heard of, a
young Missouri girl, college diploma in
hand, arrived in New York City. She
came, she saw and not only conquered
N.Y.C. but also endeared herself to
millions of listeners.
She
became
"Queen of Radio" and reigned over 25
years. You know her as Mary Margaret
McBride.
An avid fan of hers I would drop
everything and listen to her interviewing fascinating guests daily. Among
these were authors, lecturers, show
personaliti~s,
etc.
Her
retirement
from radio was a loss to many people.
The three quarters of an hour program
brought culture into the drab life of
many a housewife. To this day I find
the Radio and TV programs geared to
women, just• poor imitations of her
broadcasts.
After several years of silence I read
that Mary Margaret (as she is known)had
moved to the Catskill Mts. and was back
in radio, broadcasting r i ght from her
home for a Kingston, N.Y. station.
Since that was just 60 miles from me
and when I found that I could get that
station on my radio, I had a brain
storm.
I wrote M.M. and asked if I could
tell her listeners all about a wonderful, inexpensive hobby of mine-gourd
craft, When the invitation arrived I
~ould
hardly believe it. Listening to
her all these years, I never dreamed I
would some day be her guest.
The
broadcast would be taped and used another day.
Due to the Jan. 1961 Blizzard my
scheduled appearance had to be cancelled and we decided to
wait until
Spring. Spring
arrived, snow tires
were removed and I was all set to use
the rain check in April-but would you
believe-that morning we were "digging"
out again. As this snow fall was not
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Gourd Vine cont'd on page 31 ----

WILD FLOWERS

Wild Flowers on Grand Mesa, Colorado
By Gertrude McCormick,Delta,Colo.

GRANDMOTHER'S
PHILOSOPHY
THERE SHALL BE NO NIGHT THERE

In a small space among .the evergreen
trees on the west bank of Twin Lake,
Grand Mesa, 17 easy identifiable flowers are growing along with many grasses. Among these, one lonely Columbine
was inconspicuous while
budded, but
when it bloomed both plant and bloom
disappeared. Columbines are blooming
in some places on Grand Mesa. They
start first at a lower altitude on the
aides of the mesa, then continue climbing the mountain and finally reach the
flattops. If you must pick a flower,
and especially a perennial, please do
not pull the whole plant up. They grow
anew from a rootstock each year. When
you pull the plant you are destroying
it and it may be a couple of years before seedlings bloom. I think there is
a ~aw concerning the picking of wild
flowers.
A description of the Colorado State
:f lower, the Columbine, seems unnecessary, but for those who might now know
it, the Blue Columbine (buttercup family-Aquilegia coerulea), native to the
Rocky Mountains, grows usually in the
montane zone. However, some of the
biggest and bluest I have ever see~
grew in Yankee Boy Basin high above the
Camp Bird Mine at Ouray, Colo. The
Columbine has five sepals which tend
to carry the deep blue color. The five
petals have spurs where the nectar is
stored and these petala may be -white
or a - pale blue. The blue often has a
tinge of violet in it. The red and
yellow columbine (Aquilegia canadensis-)
grows here, but is native to the east.
On a rocky escarpment high above the
west end of Twin Lake, I found a dwarf
columbine . blo~ming. Altitude tends to
shorten the stems of flowers though the
size of the bloom is about normal . In
the rocky pockets among the columbine,a
small plant growing flat against the
ground spread small,dainty,pink; daisylike flowers . in a circle about .itE
center. These were of the composite
~amily
and looked much like a dwarf
fleabane.
Larkspur (Aquilegia delphinium) whose
roots are deadly to cattle and that interesting plant whose every bloom resembles a monk's cowl, named Monkshood
(Aquilegia aconitum) are columbine relatives. Another relative is the meadowrue. Its leaflets so closely resemble those of the columbine that it has
been moved from its wild garden and
much to the disgust of the mover has
never bloomed columbines. Close observation would have shown its own tiny
stem of dainty meadowrue blossoms.
Plants on Grand Mesa grow lush and
fast because of the short season. Net,tles cause a severe
stinging pain
.wherever they may touch the skin. The
Continued on page 24

Solar Sun was beating relentlessly
down upon our heads as my guide dog and
I plodded slowly up the steep mountain
road. The mail box, three quarters of
a mile away, make the journey a _bit
tiring. I felt I should make the trip
daily to see if by chance there was
mail, · a special ~ letter or other interesting mail. My dog showed little enthusiasm. She knew where we were going. She stopped several times, always
in the shade, and pleaded anxiously
with h~r eyes to turn around. Upon
traveling half the way and not getting
any aatisfaotion she gave in to my determination to complete the climb and
trotted along patiently with my slow
steps.
.
My mind became busy with thought. The
.sun. How much we depended upon it.
Vegetables, animals and our own growth.
The tiniest child or plant could not
live without the health ray of the sun.
There · was danger too. Many died from
getting too much sun. Noticing the
foliage of the trees and bushes as we
passed told me the story of how dry the
earth had become. Attending a community stock sale forty miles away also
told the story of dryness. Thousands
of cattle and hogs were herded into
aeperate enclosures waiting their turn ·
to be sold. Beautiful cattle and hogs.
Their fat slick sides again brought to
mind how the sun had helped to nurture
and protect these animals, Amid the ·
auctioneers cry for more money and the
dire bawl of a COW for her calf, I listened closely for bids to come. "What
am I offered? We have one hundred and
sixty-five dollars, How about one hundred and seventy-five? Seventy-five--seventy-five---seventy-five?
Look at
the beauty of this cow? How fat her
sides are. Nowhere but in Arkansas did
you ever see such an animal. One hundred aeventy-five, dollars. Now I have
one hundred and seventy-five. How about one hundred and eighty - five?
Eighty-five? Eighty-five?!' The beat of
the mallet and the drone of men's voices, I could barely hear the amount as
th' cry came with the down beat of the
mallot, "sold."
The moon was high, again bringing to
mind this was a reflection of the sun.
Our nine ton true~ roared as it climbed
and turned sharp corners to take us
home, but above all, I seem to hear the
noise and confusion of animals and man
alike and I wondered then i f . they know
the . sun was the only reason for the
sale? Not because the pastures were
dry. They had fulfilled their duty
giving proper nourishment for the animal,_ but because the sun had given life
to the grasses on which they had fed.
Continued on page 24
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"LESSONS IN LIVING"

A GARDEN BEAUTIFUL
Last summer my husband and I .stayed
·overnight at a motel in Pismo Beach,
Calif. We picked this one motel because of the beautiful Fucshias the
owner had all over her yard and in
hanging baskets in every nook and cranny she could find. I only remember a
few of the names, Swingtime, The Millionaire and Lucky Strike, but she had·
them all I think. There were hugh tree
Fuchsias and bushes all through her
yard and where there were no Fuchsias
there were. giant Martha Washingtons in
several colors, deep blue Statice and
huge Gladiolas. I have never seen so
much beauty all in one place as there
was in that motel yard. When we were
ready to leave the lady gave me many
cuttings of Martha Washington Geraniums
several Fuchsia cuttings and rooted
plants of Statice, also two of the
largest gladiolas bulbs I have ever
seen. We just don't have enough humid~
ity here at China Lake to grow such
beauties, but nevertheless I tried as
best I could, several of the Geraniums
took root and one Fuchsia but the Statice just didn't enjoy being taken away
from its home near the Ocean. So all
five plants went to flower Heaven. They
were too beautiful to ~ave gone elsewhere.
, Now a year later I have four of those
geraniums in bloom and two more with
buds, the one lone Fuchsia I was fortunate enough to root had from one to
five blooms on from late Jan. to the
end of April, so I was well rewarded
for the time I spent with them. In my
yard I have close to 150 geraniums of
many varieties, such as the Ivys, Old
Fashioned, several fancy leafed ones
including Skies of Italy and Mrs. Henry
Cox. Also have a very few dwarf ones
and of course my 15 beautiful Martha
Washingtons. Besides these I have 44
gladiolas that are just starting to
bloom, over 200 glad bulblets that
should start blooming next year, well
over a hundred tulips,of which half are
Parrot Tulips, some of the hybrid Species and a few double, very dark purple
ones. In the spring my bulb beds were
beautiful as there was every color imaginable. There are 379 bulbs in one
bed, including every variety of daffodils I could buy, Fritillarias, Scilla
·Siberiea, Scilla Campanulata, crocus,
tulips of all colors, hardy Amarylis,
Madonna lily, Dutch Iris and more that
I have forgotten. When they were near

Gardening adds many fascinating aspectB to the joy of living and learning
and one of the most interesting is observing the world of insects, birds and
animal life each with their contribution of maintaining a balance of Mother
Nature.
·
Last spring big patches of dead spots
where white clover had been planted
left such a dejected appearance to the
lawn, this I discovered was due to a
very small green worm working at the
. roots. Because we love to go barefoot
in the cool of the morning or rest our
feet in the grass after a hard days
~ork,
it seemed unwise to spray with
dangerous insecticides but what to do?
A few mornings later I glanced out
the living room window and saw the lawn
filled with all kinds of birds from
meadow larks, robins, juncos, blackbirds and even the oft unwelcomed starlings, all busy at work solving the
problem so neatly and each morning for
about a week they arrived promptly at
the same hour with healthy appetites
and covered the area very efficiently
while also entertaining us to a real
concert of trills and warbles. There
must be a built ' in radar beam which
guides our feathered friends at the
right time and to the right places.
The other day I was quietly reminded
of the Bible verse, "Go to the ant thou
sluggard, consider her ways and be
wise." The incident happened while I
was out watering the rows of peas and
down on my knees pulling weeds when my
attention was attracted to a struggle
going on between an ant and a grasshopper. The contestants seemed so absurdly. out of line in size, yet it took only a few stings of the ant to produce
a tranquilizing effect, now what would
be the next ·step in this garden drama?
The ant seemed undaunted by his hugh
prize · and was soon inching his way down
the path dragging his helpless victims
although stopping quite frequently to
rest.
After covering about 4 feet of space
a villian enters the scene, ant #2 •appears fro~ behind a weed and attempts
to take over. A battle was in progress
and it looked like the villian was all
set to win until ant #1 pulled a strategy worthy of the General of an Army.
He started to retrace the path he had
come, leaving the field clear to the
conqueror but only until the grasshop·
per had been dragged another 4 feet.
Then coming up from the rear ant #1

Continued on page 28

Continued on page 28
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Lily Lore

By MRS. DAVID R. BIRQI
548 N. Ro.edale
Tulaa, Okla. 1UZ1

Lilies grown in pots answers many
problems such as limited space and ease
of handling. Also apartment dwellers
and the physically limited may grow a
few lilieg. Their flexibility permits
their use through house and patio or
to add a spot of color to the border.
Use them for altar decoration or to
cheer the convalescent. I'm sure many
more uses could be found for a pot of
lilies in bloom. I grow a few each
year, all varieties, but I believe the
mid-century Enchantment Cinnabar Harmony, Croesus Dieting and Prosperity
are easiest. Quite a bit of research
has been done on these and we know that
if we maintain certain temperature, 60
degrees farenheit days and 55 degrees
farenheit nights, they will bloom in a
certain number of days. That is if
proper soil mix has been used (I use
1/3 peat moss, 1/3 garden loam, 1/3
vermiculite or perlite).
By
using
these materials instead of sand, pots
are much lighter, easier to handle.
Proper moisture must always be maintained, keep damp , never waterlogged .
Air must circulate ~hru soil or they
will surely rot. For a single bulb use
a 7" or larger pot. A 12" pot will accommodate 3 ~ulbs. Cut a length of nylon hose and draw thru hole in pot .
This makes a good wick and will also
keep out soil insects. Now add 1" of
broken up pots or wadded aluminum foil
for drainage. Fill pot
full and
place bulb,spreading roots in a natural
position, carefully retaining all live
roots. Now fill in
with remaining
soil, tap pot on table several times to
settle soil. Now water thoroughly and
set in dark spot until roots form. Tap
out soil ball to inspect,at this time
give a feeding of nitrogen and in 10
days feed again. After another 10 days
give a complete fertilizer such as is
used for houseplants, continue until
buds appear. The variety, Prosperity,
must be treated somewhat differently
in that it likes to be kept cooler, 40
degrees F. to 50 degrees F. until rooted , then moved into heat.
Forcing the very tall, hardy variety
can be very rewarding if you have a
greenhouse. I use larger
pots and
simply place them under benches where
it is cool and dark. Cover them with
plastic peat moss bags or anything handy and leave until spike appear s when
they should be moved to light. Use
same procedure as above. These will
grow faster and taller. Before the
last frost is out of the ground I must
set pots on the floor to keep buds from
being damaged by contact with the roof.
Sometimes they start blooming before I
can get them into the border where I

*
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had planned to set them. My "audience",
passersby, really appreciate them at
that time . I always have a few blooming rose cuttings . and two year old azalea . cuttings· in pots to set out at
this time, it adds variety. I prepare
sites for them in autumn so they can be
set out with a minimum of effort. I
also prepare potting soil in large
quantities and store in 20 gallon ash
cans or plastic bags . These chores can
be done as time permits so there will
be few delays in planting or transplanting. These are real back-saving
ideas.
Before planting any lily bulb check
for dried out scales and roots and remove them. Also cut any rotted portion
using a sharp knife and dipping it into
bleach solution after
cutting each
bulb. After . trimming and soaking in
laundry bleach for at least 15 minutes
(mix as for removing mildew). Then
soak 1 hour in nutrient solution. Now
.carefully remove one or two soales from
each bulb and dust all with rooting
'hormone. Plant bulbs as
above but
' scales may be planted in flats or the
small flat planters sold .by your local
seed dealers. Fill to 1" of top with
same soil mix used for bulbs. Now
· place scales in rows with one long,
1sharp. edge
down, the next with curve
the same but never touching. When all
Jare planted put on soil to level of top
and set in container of water until
!small spots of moisture show on top.
Remove from water and cover with newspaper or plastic and keep damp. Only
small bulblets will form on scales,and
when leaves appear and get to be 2-3"
long, remove to small pots to ;grow on
to blooming size. To keep small pots
from drying out they can be set in
large flats with damp vermicul ite . in
between or sunk into ground in a shady
spot. These bloom earlier than seeds
and will be exactly like parent bulb.
"THE LILY OF THE DESERT"
The Spanish Dagger, The Bell Yucca
and the Lords Candle Yucca are called
here on the desert, the lily of the
desert. It is a cousin to the lily
family. It is beautiful in bloom or
out of bloom. It blooms in April and
May. It is then the desert country
looks like a large flower garden.
The Yucca throws out a stalk in the
center of the plant, a long green
stalk, its on this that the buds form.
The flowers are beautiful. They last
about one week. 20 . to 50 bell shaped
flowers, white to cream color, very
fragrant. Bees love this plant.
The Bell Yucca roots in the fall and
spring are sappy. The Arabians and
Mexicans use the rootlets for soap. It
sure cleans wool good. The leaves are
long and are used to ~ake baskets, mats '
and sandles, etc.
I have Yucca seeds for sale , 15¢ a
pack and self addressed,stamped envelope . MRS. D. KLASSEN, Box 227, Carlsbad, Texas 76934.
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Gerald A. Sausaman, Box 126, Albright, W. Va. 26519
Garden Lightly, is not with us this month
':ont'd from
Please read The Mill Hands column, why?.
page
17
Bowman has an A1"rican Violet nursery at
plant does not get large and a small
Malibu, California, and knows his busiplant of it should be started in a two
inch pot and it can be gradually in- ness well. He was a former Superintendent of Cultivations for the Department
creased as the tuber grows. I have
of Ploriculture and Ornamental Hortimature plants in three inch pots. The
culture, University of California at
tuber likes to rise up out of the soil
Los Angeles . His aim in writing this
but it will not do any harm and does
not necessarily need to be repotted if ~ book . was to present a method for those
growers who desire to raise African Vithis appears to be happening.
olets in their homes by the simplest
The tuber requires a rest or dormancy
possible methods which do not require a
every so often and when your plant gets
too tall, this is an ideal time to top lot of technical working. The informative drawings in the book were done by
it. As a result, it will likely have
Cyndy Bowman who is the autho~'s daughits rest. It will die down and come
ter.
back new from the tuber. So do not be
Mr. Bowman takes us in the first secalarmed if the crown of your plant distion into a discussion of the environappears as you will get a new one and a
ment conditions such as temperature,
whole new cycle of bloom will begin alight, and air moisture, and gives the
gain. Additional crowns which appear
reader the necessary basic rules for
in pot may be removed and rooted
in
vermiculite. They will form new addiachieving good plants. The next section
of his book deals with cultural practdonal crowns for you. The older crown
will bloom a deeper shade of lavender
tices and here he begins his discussion
then these new ones you start. Leaves
with what seems to me the most importoo will root and form tubers to give
tant factor to all plant growing-watering. Pertilizing, containers, crowns,
you more new plants.
If you raise "Dollbaby" on your winsuckers, rooting, transplanting, and
grooming are all well outlined for the
dowsill, you will want to be sure it
receives morning sun as this will aid
grower. He concludes his book with
you in getting better blooms. It does
pointers on why plants don't flower and
exceptionally well
under
artifical
the causes of leaf problems.
light and would like about the same aTo purchase this fine little book,
mount of light that you offer your Afyou may order it from: Bowman African
rican Violets. Many folks feel that
Violets, 24911 w. Pacific Coast Hy.,
this plant does better for them in a
Malibu, Calif. 90265. The cost is$1.50
glass container. This does help to
postpaid.
keep humidity up and if your humidity
Have you seen any of the new African
is too low, you will not get as many
Violets for 1966 yet? Some of them are
blooms. Its fertilization desires are
beauties that I know we will all wan·t
the same as African Violets. Like all
to add to our collections. Here are
gesneriads, it does not care to be over
some that I think are especially strikwatered nor does it like to suffer from
ing and hope to add to my benches.
the drouth. Leaves will brown if they
From the greenhouses of Lyndon Lyon,
get wet with water which is too cold.
home of many famous show winners, I
Over watering can also cause crown rot
like the looks of "Rose Queen" which is
just as it can to Violets. Since my
a double rose with highly tailored
humidity is not as high as it should
leaves. Another of his new ones that
be, I have a few of these plants sithas darker tailored leaves and is a
ting down in glass jars on gravel in
ruby double Geneva is "Ruby." "Sir
the base of the jar. I do not close
Red", another new Lyon creation I'm exthese jars in any way. The plants I
cited about, has dark holly leaves to
·have in jars appear to be better bloomcontrast with the fuchsia-red double
ers than those that are not enclosed.
blooms.
Por any of you who are interested in
· From the Fischer Greenhouses in New
newer books about African Violets, KenJer~ey,
another home of great new deneth S. Bowman has brought out a fine
vel opments in violets, there is a whole
paperback book called African Violets,A
array of newcomers on the scene for us.
Simplified System of ~ . Culture. Mr7
One that took my eye right away was
Gesneriads Galore cont'd on page 21
Ozark Gardens September 1966
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Robert L. Shatzer
Box 126
Albright, w. Va. 26519
It is good to be back with you a
second month and I hope that many of
you growers are enjoying the column as
much as I am enjoying writing it.
Before next month's column time I expect to have had the pleasure of meeting our fine editor, Mr . Leopold, and
his wife at the Eastern Regional Convention of the American Begonia Society
in Pittsburgh. I am surely looking
forward to meeting them and will report
to you next month on that show and about. some of the doings of the Convention. There are gesneriad and African
Violet classes in the show so I'll be
anxious to see what varieties will have
been selected for exhibiting . Daisy
Austin, another Ozark Garden writer
whom you are all familiar with, is also
planning to be at this show and convention so there will be a great deal of
flower-talk going on everywhere.
Since my last column I have added another light set-up to the accumulation.
It is of "home-manufacture" and is four
feet long and three shelves high. Of
course it is over flowing to the brim
already. I had several trays of new
violet leaves that had sprouted and
needed potting. With the advent of the
new stand, they got new homes in two
and a half inch pots and are started
growing. I use vermiculite as a medium
to root my African Violet leaves. What
do you use? There are many, many mediums used for rooting and I have also
used Perlite quite successfully though
it tends to dry out more quickly and
requires more constant watching.
I
know a great number of growers root in
water but I do not think that the
plantlets get roots which are as hardy
and well-developed in water as they do
in other mediums. Many growers even
use their potting mix for rooting too.
I select a plastic "market-pack"which
has holes in the bottom, fill this with
my rooting medium, and place this container down in a tray so that I can water it from the bottom. These plastic
"market-pack" containers with holes in
the bottom seem to me to be an ideal
system for the busy person who does not
get to keep close watch on the leaves
everyday. I generally use a plastic
tray which is about three inches deep
for placing four of these "market-

packs" of leaves in. These are the
type. that are sold on pet supply counters of the stores. I find these petlitter containers more satisfactory because they are deeper and of a heavier
grade plastic than the regular pot
trays and are about the same price .
Some of my favorites that are blooming right now really have taken my eye.
"Spring Rose", a recent gift from a
friend, is a whole flower show of beauty itself. It is marvelously flat and
quite show-worthy, The top is a nubby
carpet of bright red-pink double blooms
which remind me of a rose bush in
bloom. The bright green oval leaves
have a crenate border .
"Pat's Pet", which I raised from a
leaf shortly after its introduc.tion in
the spring of 1965, is certainly a marvel to me, It has double green blossoms. They are a more vivid green at
the edges and closer to a green-tinted
cream at their base. It has red~backed
holly type foilage ,
Another one that I raised from a leaf
when it was first introduced in the
spring of 1965, is "Bloom Burst." This
is a Lyndon Lyon creation as is "Pat's
Pet," "Bloom Burst" is a semi-miniature that has a great quanity of semidouble shaded pink ·blooms sitting against a background of plain green
leaves.
Do not forget that we are compiling a
list of the favorite Violets of Ozark
Gardens readers. Be sure to :send me a
list of your favorites you are growing .
Another bright spot of bloom on my
shelves right now is the fairly new
Sinningia hybrid created by Ruth Katzenberger, "Dollbaby . " This
little
plant is a constant bloomer after it
starts. It gets this habit from its
tiny seed parent, S. pusilla, which is
used in so many miniature and container
gardens. S, pusilla has been very easy
for me to raise fr om seed while I must
admit I have never been able to get
"Dollbaby" seeds to sprout but it does
come true. Many others have told me of
their successes with these seeds. "Doll
baby" is not a hard plant to care for
and is most rewarding-especially for a
gesneriad grower with a l imited amount
of space. If you purchase a plant of
"Dollbaby", do not overpot it. This
Cont'd back on page 16
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In answer to Ethel Karr about Alliums. I've had success with them in
the Herb garden, grown in a welldrained sunny location with roses
grown for their color and scent rather than size and abundance of bloom.
Our soil here is the clay that is
used for adobe bricks to which we
ve · added tons of compost and spent
coffee grounds. Having had s.omewhat
the same experience as Ethel Karr,
some doing well, other declining, I
think there are as a group some range
from exacting to very tolerant as to
temperature, soil composition and water requirements.
Somewhat
like
pentstemons, arid since there doesn't
seem to be much literature on them,
and often when buying seed or sets no
information is furnished as to where
they are found growing naturally , The
collector has to more or less feel
their way, dividing a group of six
into two's and planting in association with material that is doing
well, but I would recommend the same
conditions as favors strong scented
health growth in herbs and be most
wary of cold or damp; setting between
stream cobbles seems to keep from
drying out and keeps other material
from crowding, perhaps also provides
extra warmth,

enjoye
sent in a
c ription a day or so later for
ix months. It's a wonderful magaz in e, so I thoukht I'd drop a line to
t he Chit Chat Page. My favorite hobe is cacti and other house plants
too, along with out door flowers, But
cacti is my special pet. One, a ball
tvpe, has bloomed with two yellow red
cen ter flowers and there is still
five buds on it. A seed pod has
formed,
so I may try raising some
f om seed.
I have a couple of Rebutone has bloomed and it
has
clusters forming all over. I like
" 1"1•<>1'1-,.,.Llat' ias
too . One "Mother
of
u n red s" form cacti all around , in
fact, I have two I took off and repotted. I have some duplicates I'd
like to trade for others or different
ouse plants if anyone is interested.
They're different types of Opuntias
plus a young cacti from "Mother of
Hundreds". I have flower seeds to
trade too. Chinese Lanterns , Four
O'Clocks, Pink Hibiscus, Marigold,
Zinnia and others. Will answer all
letters.
Mrs , Carl J. Brown, R,R,1, Cherokee,
Kan . 66724

INFORMATION WANTED
Mrs. A, Robinson, 114 Armstrong,
Eureka Springs, Ark. would like to
know the address of Upton Lilac Nursery, Last known address was 4838
Spokane St., Detroit, Mich. Also Mr.s,
Robinson wrote, most everything has
been discussed in OG but how about
the wild Sweet Peas that cover the
hills of Arkansas where she lives, In
the green stage they look like real
peas, midget in size., Are these edible or are they poisonous like the
Wisteria vine seed, The flowers are
beautiful in bouquets of snow white
and red and even pinkish to lavender
in color. If nettle can be eaten,
~hat
about these? Is there· a reader
that can answer this? Mrs. Robinson
also inquired about hominy corn. · She
said that she bought hominy corn from
E, May Seed Co. but it was white,
where can I find the yellow? Yellow
corn is said to have more food value
than white . I thought real Indian
corn was Ouinchy corn put out by
Glecklers Seed Co. and each kernel
was in a husk of its own, Is it available just to grow as a novelity?
Mrs. Armstrong would like to find the
Variegated leaf 4 o'clock seed , the
leaves have white penciled markings**
Mrs. Cliff Hamilton, Box 535, Boron,
Calif . 93516 would like to know if
anyone in Calif . has the double flowered Oleanders of white, yellow, red
or pink to trade for cactus, orchid
cactus or for cash. Or what nursery
has the double flower Oleander. Also
who has the Michealmus blue Daisy
plants for sale or trade. Can trade
only with Calif . residents unless
plants have been inspected;***Mrs.
Mildred Allen, 1021 9th St., Auburn
Neb.. 68305 would like to hear from
anyone that grew the Zinnia Apachie
Tears, and also anyones results with
the Husk Tomato ,
INFORMATION \'/ANTED
Mrs . Ruth Stanley, 1000 Garfield
Ave ., Box 9, Bellefontaine,
Ohio '
43311 is looking for tender sedum
with a round leaf, edged with white.
It would be good to use in glass gardens, which Ruth makes for shut-ins ,

NOTICE 0 '
IF THERE IS AN X in THE BOX, your sub·
scription expires this month, RENEW to
day. Ozark Gardens needs you.

SEDUMS FOR COLOH ALL SUMMER
WHO CAN ASK FOR MORE?
I am tired and will see if I can
write an article about some of my favorite plants. I worked four hours this
morning . moving Sedum Sarmentosum. I
had started it in two different beds
and found that in three years it had
made a carpet of gold 3" high and three
feet across. It has flat, yellow-green
leaves and gold flowers in June. I
have a raised bed with a north wall
that slopes to ground level on north
and east that I am trying to make into
a Rose garden. Two of my friends each
sent me a new dwarf rose this spring
and I had a dwarf pink one I collected
from the wild and had put there. I also have the Blaze climber there now as
I am starting new ones. Now I will have
a gold carpet in my Rose bed. This is
a good place to summer my dwarf and
other house geraniums too, I found. I
moved Sedum spurium and pruinatum to
the north border to make low pink and
gold flow~red there. Stolonitera bri~
liant had not done as well in the experimental bed so I gave it a terrace
on the rock garden. Acre is very dainty in foliage and will make a lovely
carpet for some bed needing the gold
flower color. Album is a white blanket
of flowers out there now and I will put
it in the N.E. border for a carpet around the larger perennials. Globosum
~
very much like it except its leaves
ire longer and its flowers have a pink
trnter. The pink of Stolonifera is a
~autiful
shade, and it hasn't spread
fast , so will make a lovely low bush .
Divergens from the western states is a
lovely, delicate, bluish-green moss and
is now covered with white flowers which
are a lovely contrast to the yellow
with red center Opuntia compressa cactus native to our eastern states . One
plant of 'this had 24 buds and blossoms
on it the third year from a cutting.
One I got from a friend, native of Oklahoma,is very like it excep t not quite
as much red in the center.
Sedum glaucophyllum carpeted a rose
garden very beautifully in Virginia,but
here it is tender. Sometimes it gets
out to a large patch of bluish moss,but
by spring it is nearly gone . I will
try it on the dry wall and other places . Acre minus increased very little
in the experimental bed in two years,so
I put most of it around one of the
Daphne , Ruby Glow and it is a very
lovely carpet and just the right contrast to those lovely flowers which are

now in bloom for the second time this
summer. Rupestris has lovely glaucous
foliage and yello~ flowers and I gave
it a round bed by itself. Cristata has
much the same foliage and flower except
for the crested coxcomb on too of the
foliage which gives it an air.all its
ovm. The flowers are a little darker
yellow. Strybyrni is very much like
rupestris for garden purposes, being a
gold flowered, glaucous foliage one of
about same height. Ellacombianu~ is a
yellow flowered spurium type plant. Indeed for garden color and use one could
class Ellacombianum yellow ,
spurium
coccineum, blood red and spurium roseum
and if spurium alba will make similar
6" evergreen shrubs with different color· flowers.
And now after check~ng
Hortussi, it seems that my stoloniferas
were misn~med and are in reality all
Stolonifera, as it is a spatulate leaf
and spurium should have an obovate
leaf. Alba didn't increase as well so
I put it in the north border as that
sandy loam soil should be ideal for
them.
I have monregalense in the
wall.
It is a fine glaocous foliaged,
white flowered creeper . Nevii is a
dainty little dwarf that grows in rosettes in the wall. One unnamed one I
have is a lovely shrub . Upright to about a foot, blue-green leaves of which
the lower ones on stalk are opposite
sessile ant heart shaped , while near
the top of the stalk they are obovate,
and alternute both leaf edc:e and stalk
are red in sun and lovely rose-pink
flower clusters cover the top in late
August. I now have it on top of the
wall in the north section of the rock
garden where it gets full sun.
I put
Telephium, alboroseum, telephium variegata and Mahof,any in a row back of it
for shrubs until I can get heathers
grown to take their place. They are
all tall shrubs and slow to propagate.
Alboroseum has lovely variegated foliage and delicate pink flowers in late
August . Mahogany is making a lovely
dark red "tree" and will have rose
flowers this fall. Telenhium Indian
Chief is now budded for-bloom, which
will be a coppery red against the graygreen tree like plant and spectabile
stardust should have white flowers in
fall, but is not budded yet.
It may
not be getting enough sun. Ternatum is
a low creeper , native of our eastern
woodlands. I have it in my wild fl ower
bed north of the house and also tried

Sedums cont'd

o~
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JUST A LITTLE WHITE HOUSE

IN MY GARDEN
Purple pansies in my garden
Pinks and violets,
Columbines erect and graceful,
Bleeding hearts Bluets.
Columbines and red Sweet Williams.
In a gorgeous show,
And beside their shimmering
beauty,
Marigold will glow!
Zinnias in so many colors.
Take ones breath away,
While the Canterbury blossoms,
In the breezes sway.
Sweetly perfumed is my garden
God has planned it so,
To remin~. His earthly children
Like the flowers to show,
Gtatitude to our Creator.
Give to Him who now reigns above,
your adoration,
As you sense His love .

Just a little white house nestled
•mongst some old trees.
Just a song sparrow singing as loud
as you please,
Just an old couple dozing in a soft
gentle breeze
Just an old pussy cat napping there
at their knees .
Just an old . winding path leading to
an old well,
Just a huge old brass knocker
instead of a bell,
Just a field of white daisies, who
never will· tell
Just the music of catbirds that no .
earthling can quell!
Just a warm, lazy day in the middle
of June
Just a low plaintive note coming
from a lost loon.
Just a regular summers day, ending
too soon,
Just a surrset so lovely, then a round
golden moon.

Louise Christoph
THE MASTER PAINTER

Louise Christoph
YOUR GARDEN
~ere

can one find such wonderful
peace,
Where find such comfort and joy?
There all your heart aches will find
sweet release
There cares release will cease to
annoy!
H3avenly angels send down from above
God's choisest pleasures for you,
There you will know a taste of His
love,
In the fresh love sparkling dew
Songbirds are singing their peous
of praise,
At the first dawn of the morn,
So rise up early and know why they
sing,
Do not their singing now scorn!
In your small garden of colors so
bright,
Seek for the message it brings ,
And all your troubles will seem very
slight.
And they may even take wings!

A Master Painter is guilding the
sky
His colors no earthling can match ,
So stop for a moment and gaze up
And glimpses of glory you'll catch!
The scene changes rapidly and very
soon,
The canvas is covered with rose,
Watch closely and see how the sun is
in tune
For it waits for God's time to disclose
What He has in mind. And it will not
be long,
Already the morning has come;
The earth is awake and the clouds
in a throng
To nature's command now succumb.
Tomorrow the Painter will use a new
brush,
He never repeats o'er and o'er ,
Be ready to view all the wonderful
things,
That God has for mortals in store.
Louise Christoph

Louise Christoph

LIVING WATER
" Living water, flow for me
Wash me from the guilt and sin
It was You who died at Calvary
To make me whole, without, within.
Living water, flow for me
Source of fountain head of God
Healing balm as rosary
For all who on this earth trod .
Helena R. Borgmann
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·plants.
"Hidden Treasure", a semi-double with wanted to photograph their
much promise. It has slightly !Tilled Since I am not a camera bug and am very
flowers of blue and white two-tone unknowledgeable on the subject, I did
while the blue is heaviest on the outer not purchase one at that time. This is
the new Whitehouse Professional Camera
edge of the petal against waved leaves.
Fischers report that this is a strong which was orginated for the use of dengrower and a good bloomer. Another tists I understand. Those who got them
breath-taker from their group is "High seemed very happy with them and I saw
Fashion" which has white fringed flow- some in operation this summer and saw
ers with petals splashed in deep blue.
the results. I finally decided this
This one also has waved foliage.
might be the camera for me with my
Along this same color vein is "Em- nonexistant knowledge of photography. I
broidery." This is a large very · double have purchased one recently and am goblue and white two- tone whose flowers ing to try it out at Eastern Regional
are frilly and again the blue is pre- Begonia Convention Show. The camera
dominant on the outer edges of the has very little setting requi red and
blooms. For those not
looking for comes equipped with a wire frame for
blues, Fischers have offe.red what they focusing close-up of plants and other
note as a striking new shade-a deep· things of this nature.
sparkling burgundy--of single flowers
The Whitehouse is made to take shots
labeled "Royal Jester" . Against the from approxfmately five inches away up
highly frilled blooms on this medium to a distance of five feet away. It
grower are dark green leaves which are uses small enexpensive flash bulbs and
slightly wavy.
operates with size #127 film. I hope
Tinari Greenhouses has brought out that I may be able to take some gesnerthree new ones and have i n cluded one iad and Violet pictures with this camthey also term a "color break- through" .
era · to include with this column. I
This is "Coral Satin" whose singl e will have to report later on my success
blooms are a new iridescent salmon col- as the champion of the novice photoor. The other two are "Vilveta", a graphers .
I am waiting excitedly for a new
large deep dark single purple with
handsome foliage, and "Painted Face" plant on the bench to bloom for me.
which has a t wo-tone ,slightly wavy This is Smithiantha "Summer Sunshine"
blossom that has a white background which .was introduced this past spring
with a fuchsia colored face.
to the public . This hybrid was created
In Indiana at Richerter's Greenhouses by a fellow whose company I have had
there are some new Violets to appeal to the wonderful pleasure of enjoying many
the collector . A big
fluffy , pink times 0 Ted Bona of Reading, Pa. This
double that blooms in clusters,"Pretty plant is a cross of Smithiantha zebrina
cinnabarina crossed
Proud", has nice foliage and is recom- and Smithiantha
mended as being very symmetrical. One with Smithiantha multiflora. It first
of this group that I found exciting was bloomed for Mr. Bona in the summer of
"Irish Crocket", a bright pink double 1964 . It grows to over a foot tall and
bloomer with green frilly edges. The is a heavy bloomer of brillant yellow.
The single flowers are nearly two inslightly wavy f oliage is olive-green.
One they feel will be a future show ches long and often over an inch wide.
winner for a lot of growers is "Cheer The stems are covered with red hair and
Leader" which has clusters of huge the leaves are about four inches across
double pink blossoms held
high on and about five inches long. The green
strong stems they report .
leaves, which are ·also covered with red
The foliage is a dark tailored type hairs, show a purple along the veins
and according to their report the fol- and the underside has a mottled appeariage makes a perfect wheel of leaves .
ance. I find this plant to be doing
All these new and handsome Violets well under lights and Mr. Bona tells me
give us the urge to get out pens and that it far exceeds its parents in
order blanks and begin to pick and hardiness and makes a fine speciman for
choose. I have been adding mostly min- .the windowsill grower. This plant was
iature violets to my collection this released recently by Lyndon Lyon Greensummer and am anxious to see how . they houses.
will bloom for me. I recently purWell, I think it is about time for me
chased "Davy Crocket 11 , ·"Tiny Pink•, and to come away from our chat here by the
"Tiny Rose". Will have to report later plant benches. Gosh, it's hard
to
on these as they bloom.
leave them and get back to work at othI have been wanting to take photo- er things. I hope you have enjoyed our
graphs of plants for a long time and visit this month and will be back with
have not been very successfu~ with my us next time around and I'll tell you a
camera. Don't
misunderstand, it is little about the Convention and Show
most likely not the fault of the camera for those who were too far away to atbut rather my fault. I do not know tend. Don't forget now to send me your
which end of the camera to point at me list of favorite African Violets so I
and which end to point at the plant.
can compile these for us. Also be sure
The higher mathematics of a camera also to mention to me anything you would
present a serious problem to me. Last like to talk about here on our visit
spring a camera came on the market that by my plant benches in Albright, West
appeared to be ideal for folks who Virginia, while the busy Cheat River
flows speedily by us creating a hum
while we chatter.
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"AMELIA MATHESON WRITES"

I THOUGHT I WOULD

Amelia Matheson, 2721 SW 28 Ave.,
Miami, Fla. 33133

Living on a farm many interesting and
unexpected things occur each
daysome leaving nice memories and some;one
wishes had never occured.
Well-anyway-in our yard south of the
house we have a large Chinese Elm tree,
planted there in the late thirties ,giving us ample shade. Many times
I
glanced at the shade saying sometime
I'm going to take time off and take a
magazine and the lawn rocker-sit under
its shade and read awhile.
Such a time oocured today as the OG
arrived in the mail-and having a little
idle time to just sit under the Elm and
read.
I had myself well settled-heaving a
sigh of relaxation and saying, "how
good this seems." Having read a bit I
hear a young cat making quite a fussupon investigating I see he was near a
lJrge garden snake-quickly grabbing a
shovel-wacked the snake dead and carried it away.
Going back to the OG-oh where was I?
Oh yes-reading all about C~ctus Pappy
attending the nice flower shows-while
reading the rest of the article-Cindymy Terrior began a row of furious
barks-looking up I
see a number of
calves out of their corral. "Oh dearbetter get them in again before they
take off for down the road."
Once again picking ·up the OG started
reading on more niye articles when
"beep beep"-here comes our fuel man"Well better tell him which of the fuel
barrels to fill-what weight oil my Mr.
needs"-and of course the fuel man who
was a former .neighbor has to chat awhile to kriow how. the wheat crop turned
out and if we could use another nice
rain. Having paid the fuel b.ill-once
again going back to my reading spotwhen R-R-R-ing- "gosh there goes the
telephone-a neighbor lady calls- "can
you help me dress some chicken today?"
"Well I guess I can."
So-o-o-o---I goes and picks up my
chair-the OG-takes them in the house
and muttering to myself "I guess shade
trees are for the birds"·--

Dear friends and readers of OG, I too
have been a subscriber to OG. Many
years ago when Edith Bestard was struggling to publish a magazine an·d now
that I've c orne back I can hone s·tly say
she did her job well, for it's a most
enjoyable pastime reading the articles
she has encouraged to be written. I
have just returned from the San Diego
Calif. county fair and had the pleasure
to call on Cactus Pappy. I found him a
very warm and generous person. He may
be old in years but certainly young in
get up and go,for he's very active in
the garden circles. I saw the display
of the w.c. It grows garden club exhibits which .I think he judged,and I
was fascinated at the beautiful specimen plants that were exhibited. Florida · is not cacti minded but I got that
a way in a hurry after seeing the many
cacti exhibits that no doubt southern
Calif. is noted for. The weather was
ideal and my four days spent there were
something I shall remember for a long
time.
We here in southern Fla. live a different life, for the rainfall has been
heavy. It usually is in June and July.
When we got back we felt the humidity
and sticky weather more than ever. I
.don't really suffer from it but Virginia, my daughter who flies for National
Airlines does. Her run is between Miami and San Francisco, Calif. She's
been flying for quite a number of years
and I as her dependent have been many
places with her. Calif. is my second
home for I was married there a way back
in 1925. My husband didn't like flying
so we didn't go too much then, but
since he passed away four years ago,
there is nothing to keep me home so we
get our neighbor to care for the flowers and dog and away we go!
I grow just about anything that is
put into my way but I'd like to grow
the things that my mother grew in Maryland on her 40 acre farm. These things
I hold precious in my memories, big
luscious cherries, apples, all sorts of
Submitted. by Mrs. Harold·Dallmann, Hilgrapes and berries. I remember Dad and
dreth, Nebraska 68947
.
I going out to the little hillside
cellar where she stored her apples in a
wall of straw.(Our cellar used to flood
in wet weather, so she only stored her
A, Matheson continued
jar canning there) Dad and I used to
make a little hole in the side and
reach in for a dishpan full of cold
My hobbies are plants, just any kind
apples and each night we'd peel apples · that the Lord helps me to grow . I have
and listen to his wild stories. He'd
a beautiful collection of Begonias and
make them up as he went along so he
all sorts .of shrubbery and of course
never told the same story twice. I was
our fruit trees are semi-tropical and
his pet, the last child and born on his
good but I still like what I grew up
birthday, so nothing was too good or
with. We have lived here since 1926
too expensive for me. Thank God my
and went thru all the hurricanes since
mother taught me how to appreciate the
then. Bye now, A. Matheson.
little things in life.
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Let me tell you about the growing of
cacti in Japan. Here almost all cacti
(except the Opuntia) are grown in a
frame or hot house instead of in the open air. I keep about 400 cacti and
succulents in a frame of 5 em., 70 of
them are grafted ones. All this is because Japan's climate is entirely different from that of Mexico, even the
slow growth is stimulated and blooms
quickly. Moreover,very often spines as
sharp as in their native land,
Formerly most cacti had been grafted
into Blue Candle, Opuntia, Echinopsis,
Zucc, etc. but since Hylocereus B&R was
discovered there has been a revolution
in grafting here. My 50 seedlings out
of 70 are grafted into H. guatemaiensis
B&R (H. trigonus saff). I wish you
would all try this stock.
When it is one week, or within four
weeks after seeds are in bud this grafting is done as follows: The 4 inch
high Hylo planted in a pot is the stock
required. Please look at the picture.
The upper part of the stock is cut off
with a sharp knife or a razor blade,
while the part near the root of a seedling is likewise cut off (fig. 3) •. Then
the latter is put on the forms, marrow
on marrow. No need of fastening or
binding them together with thread. Put
this for three days in the shade. In a
week the seedlings will begin to grow
by · itself, till then the cut end mus1
not be wet, which is often-a-result:Ol
?ailure.--rronditions: Stocks should be
growing when cactus seeds bud. Cloudy,
moistened weather is better.
Alio,
Aztekium, Obregonia, Pero, etc. are
well fitted for this graft. They grow
by 1 i nch or 2 in a year. At six
months old Alio was in bloom when it
was 1/5 inch tall. Until another time,
good growing to all cacti fans in America.
Sadahiro Yoshida, 28 - Bishamon Mich
Yamashina, Kyoto Japan

Sedums cont'd from Chit Chat Page
some on top of the stone wall in the
sun and it was a glorious mass of olive
green foliage and white flowers in contrast to i:he red-nurple geranium in
back of it.
I . have an old iron kettle over two
feet across in the side yard and a
friend brough~ · me Sedums cauticolm,
Ewersii and an unnamed one which appears to be a refined type of the coxcomb Cristata foliage.
None
have
bloomed yet, but cauticolum has grown
well, it has blue- green,flat leaves and
is a tiny 3" shrub that should have red
flowers this fall. It got tipped over
and broken last fall and I rooted the
pieces so now have several. Ewersii
homophyllum has leaves and stem like
it but creeps and roots along the stem
on the ground. It should have pink
flowers ~his fall, but no buds are
showing as yet. I put a start of Arlum
in with them and it has the same foliage color, but although it has upright
plant habits to 6" . tall, leaves are
round globules pointing upward all around the stalk and it blooms in early
summer, Plorifereum is a 3" tall refined stolonifera type plant with yellow flowers in June,
.
Some of these may get to be too weedy
in years to come, but for ease of culture, hardiness to both cold and drouth
and an endless array of foliage and
flower color, texture and growth habitT
I don't believe they can be beat. · At
least they give my spirits a lift when
I get so tired and discouraged over
seed pans and trying to build special
beds for more finicky and rare plants .
See classified ads for sedum plants by
Mrs. Nina Johnson, R.D.2, Galeton, Pa.
16922.
THE THIMBLEBERRY BEGONIA
I had read so very much about the
Thimbleberry type . of begonia in catalogs and etc. but · never· dreamed how
really lovely these plants could be until I decided to grow them. Some of
these Begonias have dark maroon leaves
while othere are gDeen. I prefer the
waxy and crisp green ones as a perfect
foil for the gorgeous· double blossoms
which combine a rich rose and yellow
and chartreuse that change as the seasons change. They go from deeper to
lighter in color, but always rich and
lovely for all the world like double
little roses. Truly I have never grown
a Begonia quite like this Thimbleberry.
These plants are as easy to grow as
the common ordinary wax begonias and
bloom on and on all year long. In fact
I keep after mine constantly, pinching
etc. for fear it may bloom itself to
death. And how truly gorgeous is a
Thimbleberry Begonia in full bloom! It
is truly an eye catcher.
I grow all my Begonias in the same
soil that I use for my African Violets
and fertilize twice a month. I found
Thimbleberry Begonia Con't
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on Page 28

Wild Flowers continued from page 13

Grandmother's Philosophy from page 13

family Urticaceae means "to burn". The
sting comes as much from the chemical
content of the poison as the puncture.
In ancient times doctors lashed nettles
to patients skins as a counterirritant,
calling it urtication. One book tells
of a plant called snapweed whose juice
is a remedy for nettle stings. The domesticated snapweed is called Sultana
impatiens.
A lovely blue flower which grows in
profusion comes in both a tall and a
dwarf version. It belongs to the Phlox
family and may be from six to twenty
inches tall. The plants have heads of
bloom, each flower having five petals
joined under the sepals. Stamens and
pollen are inconspicuous. The plant
leaves are divided as in a locust tree
leaf and grow alternately on the stems.
The genus is polemonium and this may be
the pulcherrimum species. The dwarf
plant has a pale blue or almost white
bloom while the foliage has a very distinct and unpleasant odor. I - would
name it Polemonium polecatium. Polemonium viscosum has very blue flowers
with just a hint of violet and grows in
high rocky places in the Alpine zone.
This one has _very conspicuous stamens
loaded with pollen and has a sweet odor. It has no common name.
Books used in the research for these
Wildflower Articles: National Geograph' ic' s "The World in Your Garden", The
Flower Family Album by Helen Field
Fischer and Gretchen Harshberger, Rocky
Mountain Wild Flowers by Frederick E.
· and Edity S. Clements, and Colorado
Wild Flowers by Harold and Rhoda Roberts. The last named is a series of
pamphlets published by the Denver Museum of Natural History. Each page has a
colored photograph of the flower and a
short description about it.
The Clements book is an old one published by the H,W. Wilson Co~ of New
York City. It has color plates and is
also a key for finding an unknown
plant.

The hot .b reath
of the sun! Was it
stirring the ripples of the Atlantic
Ocean, or did the multitudes trying to
keep cool, break the waves into sparkling tiny bits of color of a rainbow?
Millionaire Hotel Row? Miami, Florida
would be crowded now. The air conditioned rooms, How long before the need
of the sun will call? Steam ships afar
might signal with their
hoarse fog
horn call. Mammal
life, whales and
fish, leaving the waters for a breathe
of air. Or did they feel a need for
the sun?
Whether it is in the far north or
south, the east or west, all life has a
need for the health giving ray of the
sun. The crystals in the sea, _the minor under ground, the feathered fowl,
Civilizatio~
has dimmed our view from
the "Sun Worshipper" of years ago. Suppl.e mentation has failed
to restore
he~lth to the restless · soul or ease the
pain of loved ones dying. But as we
look up we remember there will be a day
when the need for the sun's ray will be
no more, That a substitute will fill
the earth with a brightness of heaven
and the "Son of Man" will light the
world with an everlasting light, with a
brightness that failth not.
"And there shall be no night there
and they need no candle, neither light
of the sun; for the Lord God giveth
them light: and they shall reign for
ever and ever." Rev. 22:5
DOLPHIN EYE DROPS
From Mrs. A.J, Elliott,Marietta, Tex.
"Enclosed is a check for $2.50. Please
send me a bottle of Dolphin Eye Drops .
I have waited so long to order that I
will be out before I get some, I like
to have them on hand all the time."
The last sentence will express your
sentiments, once you have tried these
healing drops, compounded of natural
barks processed, and have experienced
the soothing relief they bring to tired
strained and irritated eyes.
I would like to make this offer to
those who have not yet tried Dolphin
Eye Drops: Order a bottle, use them for
a while, and then write a letter to me
expressing your opinion of their effect. To the writer of the best let~
ter received by December 1, I will mail
another bottle, free. Please be honest
in your opinion. Send $2~50 for a generous bottle to Edith Bestard, R.1,
Eureka Springs, Ark. 72632.

JOIN THE NEW SOCIETY FOR THOSE WHO GROW
UNDER LIGHTS. SEED FUND! ROUND ROBINS!
LIBRARY! BULLETIN! Six picture and information filled issues per year. Regular Membership - $4,00 per year. Contributing Membership - $6.00 per year1
Add $1 . 00 to either for joint husband
and wife membership with one copy of
bulletin to be sent. INDOOR LIGHT GARDtNING SOCIETY OF AMERICA INC., _Mrs.
Robert Washburn, Box 39, Chippewa Lake,
Ohio 44215.
~--------------------------------~
HELPS AND HOBBI~S: A variety magazine, printed monthly , Sample 25¢~
Yrs, Sub, S1.50. Ads 2¢ per word,
Includes Stationery Decorating,Recipes, Childrens & Teens page Puzzles, Patterns, Crafts, and many
more, MRS. REUBEN PETERSON, Harcourt, Iowa. 50544.

~zark Gardens will accept black and
white photos for future use. If you
have a photo you would like'other people to see,send them in.If you want your photo'" returned ·please include postage .
·
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GARDENS-DOWN-UND ER
1

Mrs. Jan Sims
12 Babbacombe Ave.,
Otaki, New Zealand

VERY UNUSUAL PL~NT MANDRAKE. Is
a plant native to America and
Eurasia, which has a narcotic
poison in all of its parts. The
roots are fleshy, often forked,
and described as resembling a human
being in general outline~ The leaves
are lanceolate, beneath which are concealed several pale violet -colored
flowers with purple bell-shaped corolla. Its fruit is a fleshy orangecolored berry.
(Mandragora.) is a genus of plants
of the natural order Solanaceae nearly
allied to Bella donna. Two species
are described by some botanists the
Annual M. Autumnalis, which flowers in
autumn and has lancelate leaves and ovate berries and the vernal M. Vernalis which flowers in the spring has
oblong-ovate leaves and globse berrie~
Both native to South Europe and of the
East and are united by many into one
species, (M. Offcinarum.) The
roots
are carrot-like very much like a human
body and from this the leaves spring
with no apparent stem and among them
are stalked with flowers. The roots
are gathered and used in medicine.
Submitted by J.H. O'Brien,P.O. Box 65,
Green Castle, Mo. 63544

NOTICE
Notice-What do you have to sell for
Christmas. Handmades,
dolls, flower
cuttings, seed, bulbs, hobby items,
plants or what have you, to sell. Get
your ad in early for the Christmas buyer. Many flower lovers waat plants before winter
advertise yours at the
new rate. Please look on classified
page for new rates.- These rates are
for you, the small advertiser. At 5¢
per word for Oct., Nov., you may have
Dec. Free! Pay for 2 and receive 3.
You can't lose. ~ send .l.Q¢ per~
.f2!: 2. months!
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It's really supposed to be winter
here and by the feel of the cold, it is
too! Yet, I've just been out in the
garden and picked my first Snowdrop ,
Narcissus and violets.
The Daphne ,
Buddleias and Kniphofia I mentioned before are a sight to behold! Got busy
transplanting some of the Livingstone
Daisies and they are coming up in hundreds. While doing so, I disturbed
some black beetles, like a big black
cockroach, but these have a nasty habit
of sending out a terrible odor when
disturbed. So I moved to another part
of the garden.
Do you have glow worms over there?
These live on damp banks and in caves
shining like the lights of a city at
night. They are not really a worm but
an insect. The light is on the end of
a fine thread which a~tracts their food
to them. Walking Sfick insects are
common here, so if we see what we
thought to be a twig get up and walk away, one doesn't need to go get ones
eyes tested.
Going in to town today, I ·s aw two
Pukekos. This is a large bird, blue
black in color with red bill and legs.
It's usually the size of a hen or a
little larger and lives mostly in swam-PY lands. This pair lives by a creek
we pass by. Last night I heard the owl
calling out its wierd cry, which sounds
like morepork, morepork. This is us-·
ually a sign of rain when he calls persistently. There's a thrush warbling
in the Buddleia tree as it enjoys the
sun that has peeped out. Wish you
could hear the Tuis and Bellbirds.
Strange to say, the Bellbirds seem to
have different notes,and when walking
quietly through the brush one can often
come across about 20 or 30 Bellbirds
all singing and it sounds like tiny
bells
thus their name. Where there
are Bellbirds there are usually Tuis.
These have a deeper tone but their
songs harmonize so · well. The Tui,, is
often called the Parson Bird because of
its black coat and white tuft under
its throat. If any of you are stamp
collectors you will have seen some of
our birds on them. This year the Bellbird is to be featured on one and the
Weka on another. The Weka lives in
the swamps and its cry is of~en mistaken, by those not used to · it, _:fQr a
child crying. The Magpie lives more in
the country districts where its song
can be heard night and morning. I will
be glad when once again we he.ar the
singing Cuckoo, as its song is a sign
~sprlrt~
is here", and then I will have
more to tell you of Gardens down under.
Till then Kia Ora from Aotea-Roa.
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BY-Mrs. Leila Davisson
9779 Ste. , Rt. 4, ·
Mechanicsburg,Ohio 43044
My husband is an avid fisherman and
sometimes I am hard put to find a different way to serve the catch. I give
some to the neighbors, put some in the
freezer, feed some to the cats and i f
I'm desperate I bury some in the flower
border. My research of herb cookery
has helped to vary the fish diet and I
will present some of my more successful
fish recipes.

2 rainbow trout
1 tap, · chopped
tar;ragon leaves
i' tap. finely
chopped lemon balm
leaves
i tap~ "finely chopped
rosemary leaves

1 ·tap.

of your
t"av6rite herb
vinegar
2 rTbs.
butter
Salt and·. Pepper
1 tsp. lemon
juice

Mix the herbs with the vinegar and put
half on each trout. Heat 1 tablespoon
butter in heavy iron skillet, sprinkle
fish lightly with salt and pepper and
saute, turning frequently, to brown on
both sides. Remove from skillet. Put
second tablespoon butter in skillet,
stirring constantly until brown, add
lemon juice, pour over fish and serve
with Basil potatoes, peas and a salad .
~ere

is my favorite broiled fish reciAny Kind is good but I usually use

pe.
catfish.
1 egg
1 tsp.

salt

Pepper
:f cup flour
Bread crumbs
i cup sherry
1 tap. lemon juice

1/B lb. butter

t
t

·tsp . finely
chopped dill
leaves
tsp. finely
cnopped thyme
leaves

Beat egg, salt and pepper in a bowl.
Put flour in a paper sack and drop fish
into the bag. Shake well to coat with
flour. Remove and dip into egg mixture.
Put bread crumbs into the paper bag and
drop the fish back in to it. Shake
well to cover with crumbs. Melt butter
in heavy skillet and lay the fish in.
If any of the egg mixture is left, pour
it on the fish, sprinkle with the
chopped herbs. Saute for about three
minutes over a hot fire. Place skillet
under the broiler and when the fish
starts to brown, pour the sherry over
it. When brown but not burned it is
ready to serve.
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Very often we have too many fish eggs
or Roe when we clean a large catch
of fish. We are very fond of these and
they may be served in other ways except
frying, Remove membrane without breaking the roe. As they are not all the
same size I measure them by the pint.
1 pint of roe
Bread crumbs
Salt and pepper
3 Tbs.
butter
Paprika
1 tap. finely
. chopped dill leaves :f cup ~hite wine
1 tap. finely chopped i tap. tarragon
fennel leaves
vinegar

Podch Roe in water to cover, on top of
stove, with salt, pepper, herbs and
vinegar, for about 5 mi nutes. Remove
and roll in bread crumbs. Melt 1 table
spoon of butter in heavy iron skillet
and brown Roe on one side. Dab on remaining tablespoon of butter, sprinkle
with paprika, add the wine and :f cup of
water to the skillet. Set under the
broiler until brown, basting now and
then. Do not broil too long as Roe
dries and gets hard easily. Serve with
Scalloped potatoes and a tomato salad
with herbed dressing.
I like to blend several herbs to use
with various meats and stews. It gives
me a feeling of accomplishment and with
mortar and pestle, I am a queen in my
own domain. Allowed to stand for several weeks before using the blend has
a flavor of its own that will make your
guests want to use it in their kitchen.
Blend # 1
r Tbs.
pulverized thyme
Tbs. . pul veri zed summer
savory
pulverTbs.
ized sweet marjoram
. pulverTbs.
d. zed dried parsley

Tbs,
powdered sage
Tbs .
grated lemon
rind
Tbs .
crushed celery
seed
6 bay leaves,
crushed

Blend all ingredients in mixing bowl'
by stirring vigorously with a fork and
spoon. Pack into small jars about 1!
oz. · each." Use i teaspoon of blend to
~lavor
soups and stews. For beef and
pork · roasts and beef or veal steaks,
sprinkle lightly with
blend before
cooking. Fine for the outdoor grilling.
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MORE ABOUT

D~~YG!!~~s
1510 Kimberly Ave.

a

name, They could be compared to half
brothers and sisters of a family living
under the same roof and under the same
name. Other reasons are word associations and dialect. Six ; people
can
pronounce the name of a Begonia and
through
mispronounciation plus
our
melting pot of language dialects, we
have added six more names to the confusion, But that is not all, Begonias
travel and they go Under the name you
have given them. The most amusing reason is word association and I will give
you an example: B. Erythrophylla became
Feasti, "pond lily", then "beefsteak"
and now "hamburger". And now for my
appeal I would like to collect as many'
of these names as possible, could you
spare a few minutes from your busy days
to write tnem on a post card and send
them to me? Some I have are bears . paw,
apple peel, crowsfoot, chimpanze and
lizzard. If you know why the name became attached that would be interesting
too.

Anaheim, Calif. 92802
MORE ABOUT BEGONIAS
The typewriter and I have moved out
side under the peach trees, two of the
tallest dwarf varieties I've ever seen.
Another odd thing about these trees is
that they bear no resemblance to the
variety listed on their name tags. The
peaches are delicious and the supply of
canned peach butter and jam from last
years crop is nearly gone, hence the
reason for us being out here is to persuade the Finches that they do not need
·ALL the peaches.
You ask what do peaches have to do
with Begonias? In this case quite a
bit, if it were not for the peaches
ripening so rapidly and the greedy
Finches, I could be tn the greenhouse
washing and packing ~mpty pots preparing them for their move to the new
greenhouse waiting for
them farther
sou1ih.
This year I am going to do something
with my Begonias I've never done before. In preparing them for winter, am
going to give all Begonias in containers two waterings containing Dolomite
lime. Am hoping this will act as a
conditioner and to counteract some of
the acid build up in the soil since the
last potting. There will no doubt be
an excessive build up of fertilizer
salts that should be leached out before
the fall and winter growth or dormancy
begin~.

If you started cuttings of the basket
or trailing varieties such as B. rubras
and Ellen Dee do plan to put at least
three or four cuttings in each pot. B.
coccinea can be grown in a hanging container but remember it grows a bit differently, one branch grows upright and
one trails downward.
The rhizomatous varieties do very
well when grown in the house. They can
take more heat and dry air. This year
for a real conversational piece why not
try one of the three largest leaved
rhizomatous Begonias. B. Sampson, B.
Freddie and the largest of the three B.
barker!. Remember not to
bury the
rhizome entirely, this induces tissue
rotting.
There is a huge area and growing
larger fast, where the names of Began~
ias have become known as "Confusionville." There are many reasons for
this, two of them are: plants grown
from seeds of cultivars do not produce
one hundred percent pure strains. These
should always carry the name seedling
attached but that is too much trouble
so is soon lost and a "batch" of Begonias are running around .with only half a
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May I share with you a most wonderful
and exciting event. As you remember,
the Western Pennsylvania Branch of the
American Begonia Society sponsored an
Eastern Regional Begonia Meeting. This·
meeting of the East and the West has
been a very rewarding experience for
the members of both areas while shared
problems and future aims and purposes.
The Flower Show held in connection with
this meeting proved without a doubt
that the Eastern members grow and exhibit Begonias unequaled in other areas. The hospitality of our Eastern
members is going to be a never forgotten memory to each of the Western members privilidged to attend this convention, It is the wish of Western mem-·
bers that all or as many as possible
can now share a convention held in the
Western Area.
Write your "Letter of the Month." It
can be about Flowers, birds, gardens,or
just Human Interest stories. Number of
words can be from 4'00 to 800 words
long. It must be your story only, not
taken from some other periodical. Your
name must be signed to your "Letter of
the Month" as being your
original
story. First prize winner will receive
a 1 year Free subscription for themselves or a friend. The second place
winner each month will win a 6 month
free subs. Winners are limited to one
Free subscription per year. If you
want your letter returned, please include postage,

SUBSCRIBE TO "CHATTER" - African Violet
magazine of African Violet Society of
Canada. 6 issues per year $2,00. Sample copy 25¢. Please send to ·c MRS. LILIAN CARTLEDGE, Box 58-0G, Chippawa , Ont,
Canada,
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1st place Winner of The Month cont'd

Herb Corner cont'd from page 6

crawled onto the hoppers back to ride
and recuperate, when they arrived at
the fence line it seemed to be a parting of the ways.
The last act left me so excited that
I forgot the running hose and climbed
over the fence to cheer ant #1 as he
won out and dragged his supply of food
to the busy anthill nearby. What a rejoicing among the colony who helped
drag the provision down their runway.
Such experiences give one so much to
think about and starts each day with
enthusiastic anticipation.

the bottom of the sack and it is very
simple to remove them, winnow them and
store them in jars or other air tight
containers. Some like to use plastic
bags for this, however, unless special
care is taken to aeriate, moisture collects and the herbs are subject to
mould and mildew. The old-fashioned
brown paper is best.
For a large "crop", a wooden frame
with screening is fine . The fruiting
heads are placed on this in a quiet,dry
place and as they drop off they accumulate on the paper or in a flat box underneath and again are easily winnowed
and cleaned for storage.
For parsley, celery and others of the
leaf umbels, simply hang bunches to dry
(oftentimes outside tied to my favorite
cottonwood tree) and after they are
cured I put them through a coarse
seive. The more quickly these dry the
bet\er the color is ~eta:i,ned, so choose
days with a minimum of moisture. The
weather reporter is the herb-growers
best friend.
In addition to the seeds and the usual leafy herbs, I like to have a few
leaves of fennel, dill and some of the
other delicate leaves on hand. These I
cut and dry on the screen and then
crumble them into small pieces for
storage. These are especially good to
use in the herb butter sauce for fish
and in meat dishes.
Be sure and · watch coriander or the
seeds will get away. They break off
very easily and are desseminated before
you realize it.
If you have an old-fashioned house
with an attic you are really _in luck
when it comes to curing herbs for the
dry, well-ventilated space is exactly
what is ideal. The back of my Servel
works well too.
The root herbs are a law unto themselves and I will not take time to discuss their digging. It is a simple
matter to read or inquire about them
for your particular section.
I want to take this opportunity to
thank many of you who have written but
there have been so many specimens and
questions sent I have not had a chance
to answer all yet. Patience is a fine
quality in any gardener.

Submitted by Mrs. Bernice D. Lewis,
Rogers Mesa, Hotchkiss. Colo. 81419
2nd place Winner of The Month cont'd

finished blooming I planted several
dwarf Snapdragons for a border, these
are dup rose color and the little low
spreading bushes are covered with beautiful blooms.
Since I have arthritis in the back
and knees, am not going to have a .vegetable garden next year. Am planning on
planting as many different kinds of Iris as I can find next fall. I have a
beautiful yellow one and a dark purple
one to start off with but figure it
will take at least 150 rhizomes, perhaps more than that. Right now we are
~njoying
our vegetable garden, as we
have plenty of green beans, dwarf or
midget, golden sweet corn, Tiny Tim and
Sugar Lump tomatoes, midget carrots,
beets and radishes. We also have midget cabbage and head lettuce which is
heading up nicely. The climbing tomatoes are full of blooms and are about
i5 foot high. No tomatoes have set on
them
as the wind breaks the big bloom
off. I have taken colored snaps of my
garden but you do not have pictures in
color in OG so will try and get some in
black and white very soon. Right in
the middle of the climbing tomatoes are
two huge volunteer "Bells of Ireland."
We have them coming up all over the
yard but I have never planted the seed.
Last year we had one tiny plant and
apparently these plants are from the
seed the wind carried from the tiny
plant last year. My one lone cucumber
is a foot hig~ and full of blooms.
There just isn't room in our little
garden for it to run, so have it staked
up and it is starting to climb,so hope Thimbleberry Begonia Con't from Page 23
we will have some nice cucumbers one of
these days.
too that tpe Thimbleberry enjoys and
I would go on and on but would fill needs lots of light at all times and
your wonderful little magazine. Have its soil kept nicely moist at all
just received my very first copy of OG times.
and enjoy it more. than the other eight·
Even if you do not care for Begonias
garden books I get every month. Best (can you believe it that at one time I
of luck to you all.
thought I did not like them??) try
growing a Thimbleberry and you will
Submitted by Mrs. Robert S. Huffman, PO love this doll of a plant, I know.
Box 5691, China Lake, Calif. 93555
Submitted by Bette Marsalese, 280 Coal
Hollow Road, Verona, Pa. 15147
Ozark Gardens SeptemQer 1966
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M.B.H.U., London
A.M.I.H., India
Rev.John Bechtel
P.O.Box 5168
KOWLOON,HONG KONG
THE FRAGRANT HARBOR
Although in this "Jet Age", the name
Hongkong does not bring the same reacti on that it did when I first went to
live in the Far East thirty- seven years
ago, yet there is something intriguing
about going to an Oriental country. In
spite of the geography lessons we had
in our school days, it is surprising
how little most people know about Hongkong. Many people do not realize that
Hongkong is about 600 miles north of
the fighting area in Vietnam, and there
fore, not in the war-torn section of
Asia.
When it is explained that Hongkong is
geographically, but not
politically
part of China, most people raise their
eyebrows. They seem to think that the
Chinese Communists are massed at the
border, behind the Bamboo Curtain, just
waiting to open fire. However, a brief
trip out to the border by car and a
look through a telescope at village
life behind the Bamboo Curtain convinces most tourists that life goes on as
usual. It may interest readers of Ozark Gardens · to know that the barbed
wire barrier that stretches along nomans land is just about eighteen miles
from the front door of our home in
Hongkong.
The name of the Colony, Hongkong,
means "Fragrant Harbor" or "Incense
Harbor". The reason for the name is
that in the early days there was a colony of Chinese settlers in this area
who manufactured incense for worshipping purposes. The incense was laid
out in the sunshine to dry, thus making
the atmosphere so fragrant that the
Chinese fishermen christened the place
"Fragrant Harbor".
Aside from the meaning of its name
visitors to Hongkong soon find out that
the colony is fragrant because of the
number and variety of the flowers Offered for sale at the daily Flower Market. Every morni ng flower gardeners
come into the city bringing with them
car loads of flowers which are displayed and sold at
wholesale flower
market.
Particularl y is this true at Chinese
New Year when "Water Fairy" flowers are
displayed. The "Water Fairy" flower is
nurtured in such a way that it will

a
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come to bloom at Chinese New Year. Even
before you reach the stalls where the
f l owers are on sale; the atmosphere is
laden with the heavy, f rag rant scent of
the flowers.
One of the d i splays at the Chinese
New Year Fair that will cause those interested in flowers to miss a heartbeat
is the chry santhemum. The "mum" plants
are trained in such a manner that they
look like pyramids with hundreds of
flowers all on the same plant.
In season the "fire-cracker'; vine", the
"Flame of the Forest", and the "Chicken
egg Flowers" grow wild in the suburban
area of the Colony. The heavy scent of
jasmine also gives fragrance to the
evening air. Yes, truly Hongkon g is a
Fragrant Harbor.
Readers of Ozark Gardens who are disciples of h~alth foods will find many a
"dish" thdt will not add to a persons
avo irdupois, but will tickle the palate. In fact, even a brief visit to
Hongkong will result in the discovery
of the blessings of Chinese cooking.
Let me hasten to say that "Chop Suey"
is not included on the menu because
"Chop Suey", contrary to general opinion, is not a Chinese dish but was invented in Chicago.
Dietitians have
proven that rice is a po~ent antidote
to stress and tension and that probably
explains why Chinese are calm and collected. The use of peanut oil by Chinese chefs rather than butter and other
animal fats vastly reduces the incidence of heart trouble. Further, it ·
has also been proven that the Chinese
method of cooking vegetables preserves,
rather than destroys the all important
vitamins. There is one item on a Chin- ~
ese menu that is especially "tasty" if
you like it.
This Native Dish is called Birds
Nest Soup. From the following description of the ingredients you can readi ly
see that it is rich i n vitamins. The
nests of certain birds are used to make
the soup. The birds shape their nests
out of their siliva. When the birds
siliva has hardened, the nests look
like milky isinglass. The birds attach
their nests to the walls of caves, from
where the nests are gathered and are
dried. The siliva nests are prepared
into a tasty soup. It is especiall y
recommended for those who have difficulty in swallowing because the Bird
Spit Soup slides down with little or no
effort on the part of the eater. The
slippe r ier the siliva the better the .
quality. It makes your mouth water.
That's one way of gett i ng your daily
requirement of vitamins and minerals.
Shark Fin soup is another
popular
source of vitamins, with a trace of
Kelp or Iodine thrown in for good measure.
Should any of the readers of OG come
to Hongkong for a visit, be sure and
look up Bechtel in the telephone directory. Perhaps we can arrange to have a
bowl of Birds Nest Soup toge t her!!
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SUGGESTIONS FOR GROWING BROMELIADS
Bromeliads are wonderful plants and
the growing of them has been a great
joy to me for the past three . years.
During that time, I have tried every
new idea I've heard of-some I had to
discard, some work well for me.
My customers and friends ask me· for
information and advice. My first suggestion is join· the Bromeliad Society
for 85. Then buy their new handbook,
"Bromeliads in Color and their Culture"
They are money well spent. Send checks
to 647 S. Saltair Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif, 90049. The book is 85.95.
From my personal experience,and likely learned from reading every article
and book giving the experiences of
others, I will offer these suggestions,
When you acquire a new plant, gently
wash out the center folds of the leaves
using tepid water with a tiny pinch of
Tide. I use a small brush from a childrens paint set. Rinse the foliage and
refill the "cup" with fresh water, rain
water if possible. No alkaline water
can be used. If this Plant has come
thru the mail, set it in the shade out
of strong wind for a day gradually moving it into its preferred light but
never into full sunlight.
There are a very few bromeliads that
will enjoy some sun. But most foliage
burns easily and all plants need to get
accustomed to stronger light by gradual
moves. I have several varieties grow.ing on the ground under trees, These
get some sunlight thru the branches of
the trees. They are the more hardy
landscaping varieties,
like Aechmea
~ineliana, Aechmea Nudicaulis, Quesnella varieties and Nearegelias.
We all know that bromeliads require
perfect drainage. If pots are used
side openings permit better drainage
than holes in the bottom of pots. .When
I must use old fashioned pots, I set
them on hardware mesh on my benches so
water can run out. When growing as an
epiphyte. I use sphagnum or osmunda moss
about -the roots, attaching firmly to
bark or plaques of tree fern. We like
hanging plants, so often set plants in
pots of moss to suspend by metal hangers from the rafters,
The first rule is always keep water
in the "cup" in the center of bromeliads. Those that have no cup do have
tiny sponge-like scales that hold moisture even from dew and fog. But never
keep the potting soil soggy. A little
water runs down from the cup to the
roots of the plant. I do spray the
potting _ medium gently, every week, unless rain has wet it. Watering can be
best controlled under a roof. When a
shade-house has a top like mine, saran
and fiber glass cloth , rain comes .thru
so I use very easily drained potting
medium, osmunda, shredded Mexican tree
fern or Hapuu, the tree fern from Hawaii. This latter is expensive but
most lasting and my plants like it. AlOzark Gardens September 1966

most every grower has a favorite potting mix. Composted oak leaves provide
the acid required, Peat moss and shredded tree fern, peat moss and shredded
tree .fern plus course builders sand,
osmunda fern, a fiber used for growing
orchids, redwood shavings, chopped redwood bark, fir bark, sponge rock 1 leaf
mold, Worm castings, cottonseea meal
and others are used in mixtures. Just
remember to never put any animal fertilizers or lime in the soil. I seldom
use any fertilizers unless I add some
worm castings to the soil mix or feed
thru the foliage by spraying with a
weak 20-20-20 liquid fertilizer containing the minor elements about once a
month in warm weather.
Lately I have learned to mist or
lightly spray the air in my shade-house
as well as the plastic-covered planthouse. I finish by spraying under the
benches and along the walks. Be careful to avoid any oil or minerals such
a~ copper, arsenic, or zinc.
I dust with Sevin, a non-toxic scale
treatment. One can get the liquid Sevin. It is difficult to keep entirely
rid of scale on certain varieties of
bromeliads, Where one has a few plants
it is suggested they cut onions in water, .let stand awhile , strain and use
as a spray or wash for foliage. The odor soon leaves. Many dip the entire
plant top in a weak solution of Malathion or Cygon, Wear rubber gloves and
hold a cloth over the soil to hold it
in place. Rinse, drain and re-fill the
cup with fresh water. Since I have
3000 plants, I cannot do this. Never
leave any concentration of spray in the
leaf cup.
Now I will admit a peculiarity in my
growing methods. I have found metal ·
attracts atmospheric electricity so I
grow my young bromeliads in qt. oil
cans, aluminum preferred. I set these
in melon, grape or avocado crates which
rest on the ground. On my benches I
can use clay or plastic pots and as
small a size as will stand upright.
Be sure to label all plants. Plastic
ma~kers
are inexpensive and long lasting. A letter will record where the
plant came from. A small figure will
tell the number of offsets .the plant
produces.
In the home humidity can ~e increased
by setting the pot on a pan of wet pebbles or sand. You will work out clever
ideas as you study the needs of your
bromeliads. I ~rust some of the above
suggestions may prove helpful to you in
the growing of your own plants.
I am told· my plants grow on love! I
do love them! And so will you when you
grow some bromeliads yourself!
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Submitted by Mrs. Al Burt
P.O.Box 776 Jupiter, Fla.
See classified page for plants
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awed is the right word to e·xpress what
they are doing with that clay and stone
bank. The large rocks were tugged and
MADALENE MODil;
rolled aside to be used later. The
Rt. 1, Box 162
steps were flat rock at least 8 inches
Sewickley, "Pa,
thick, some 20 by 40 inches and were
already in place, He is building a
It seems such a short time ago that I
was worrying over the late frosts and maraine with under ground pipe. They
now frosts are just around the corner •have completed a small aerie section,
again. Just one more month for this One corner was planted in cacti, They:
had partly buried skulls, the smaller
area.
There is still much work to be done . one was probably deer, It looked like
if the weather is suitable. Many of the desert with cacti growing in and
the little seedlings are large enough around the skulls. It will be interesto be put in the rock garden. They ting to see these' gardens grow •.
I came home with some real treaswill still have time to get their roots
ures, One was cyanthus 1obatus that I
down for the long winter ahead,
One must get the weeds out and give have wanted for a long time. Linaria
the little alpines granite grit so that alpina and 2 new erigerons and others,
there will be no danger of them sitting Someone asked if I knew Linaria "Cannon
Went" and ~uoted a verse about where
Jn the cold earth and rotting away.
I am so happy about my ~ androsaces Cannon Went, ·
When . I was at the Sleepy Hollow Farm
that have spread out as large as dinner
Nursery I saw the pink Linaria "Cannon
plates.
Now is a good time to check over the Went." It is a little tall . but would
be l~vely in the back ground or in the
losses and try to determine the causes,
It is time to be proud of how well border. It is delicate and airy. A
plant entirely new to me,
many plants have performed.
It was only a short time ago that I
so happily planted Forsythia bronxensis
and Spraguea multiceps in my rock garden. Now they are no more. Had I only
Gourd Vine cont'd from page 12
put the Forsythia in the cold frame
where it would.have been protected from too bad my husband and I decided to go,
our mischievous spring weather. Snow During the 18 years that I've been
on May 9 was not at all fair.
lecturing on gourd culture I've only
Had I planted Spraguea'on a cnahlon asked my husband to act as chauffeur
of grit, it might still,be here. But three times. My driving is just local '
that cold, cold May drizzle was more and as most. of the engagements are lothan it could endure.
cal, I only draft him for long distance
Then came the 90 degree plus heat and driving, Sometimes the clubs provide
no rain. By this time I realized that
transportation,
I had better be one jump ahead of the
Driving conditions were pretty good
weather, As soon as I saw the plants
(highway) all the way to the mountains.
sulking, I moved them to cooler and Mary Margaret's home, high on a hill,
damper locations with some shade, I
overlooking the Ashokan Reservoir, back
only lost a few precious plants. Glob- dropped by the · Catskill Mts, seemed so
ularia nana was one,
near and yet so far, Half way up the
Many plants can endure the heat if steep hill the car became stuck in the
there is enough moisture at their roots mud and snow,
Others care not at all for a continuous
All I could think of was, "The Show
baking. Most sedums and semperviviums Must Go On", Well, I crawled and slipcan endure the heat and lack of mois- ped up the hill, sometimes on all
_ture,
fours, called a garage to tow the car
This summer broke the record for the
out and went on as scheduled , There
hottest summer in the number of days was just one hitch, Mr. Hecht sat the
being 90 degrees and over,
whole broadqast out in the car waiting
I received a box of sedums and I am for help.
sure we are going to hear more about
In parting I mentioned that everytime
Sedum pleuricaule, Rose Carpet. It is something new happens I say, "This is
low growing with grayish blue foliage
the biggest thing that ever happened to
and is all budded ready to bloom. ·It me." Why being a guest on the Mary
has been field tested at Fargo, · N,D.
Margaret McBride program is the biggest
Another one new to me is Sedum sp~ thing that ever happened to me.
im '_ Fire glow,
"Yes," answered Mary Margaret, "But
I went visiting and saw two new rock if something new happens to you next
gardens, one was ·at Cheswick, Pa. My week, you will forget all about me,"
friends here are starting a rock garden She is truly a Lady,
nursery and have only a small rock garden, Most of their time being spent ====~================~~====
in raising seedlin~s . They are buildPlease mention OZARK GARDENS when
ing a water fall us~ng Feather rock, It
writing to the advertisers , many
is so light in weight, I hope it will
advertise in other papers,
Give
last and not crumble. The other one
OZARK GARDENS the credit when you
was at Tarentum, Pa. I was awed, yes
answer the ads in the classified,

•, · ~~l:.l:~~~~~~'~lliJ!~
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BROMELIAOS

MARKET PLACE
I FLOWER SEE·DS

LOADED with VAlUES!

GARDE~N

PLANTS

BROMELIADS
FOR SALE Ginseng seed and
BROMELIADS: These inter- plants. Planting instruc-~~~--~----------------
esting relatives of the tions furnished to custom- FOR ROCK GARDENS -Dwarf
pineapple are
becoming ers. Write for ' informa- conifers, Sedums. Write
tion • . ALBERT R. SHAY, Box ·for list. SLEEPY HOLLOW
popular as houseplants.
FARM NURSERY, R,D.1,Baden
·In warm areas they grow 106, RFD1, Mantua, Ohio
in shade outdoors. From ~--------------~Pa. 15005
BEGONIA SEED
~---------------my large stock of plants,
'I offer for sale: Sample · Begonia seed: 1. Mixed
Semperflorens 25¢ pkg., 1-,-------------------bromeliad plant,
$1.5C
ppd. 3 different $3.25. E 2. Hybrid Cane mix 50¢ 1 OXALIS BULBS-Plant early
pkg. , 3. Rossii 50¢ pkg. 1 'Fall. 12 varieties. Grand
young plants, $5.50. M~
4. Cal la 50¢ pkg., 5.: Dutchess white, lavender,
sel ection, labeled. Send
Diana 50¢
pkg.
with ,Pink. • Bermuda Buttercu:p
dime for NEW list. MRS.
stamped envelope. MRS. N. - yellow,
various, pinks,
AL BURT, P.O. Box 776,
C. BERGERON, 3808 Mohican · reds. 5 Doz. all kinds
Jupiter, Fla, 33458
St., Baton Rouge,
La. mixed $1.00
- .7080'1
BROMELIADS
Vittata,
Fingernail, CalTRITELEIA
BULBS1
dwarf,
2 inch
blue Hardy
flowycu ata, Tristis Hybrid,
era, bloom all Spring. ExPermanent Wave, Saunder- ~-------------------------~cellent
for borders or
sii $1.15 each; Fasciata
RARE BULBS
rockery. $2.00 per 100~
' Purpurea,
Silver
King Amaryllis: evansiae $3.00 3 Doz. 11.00
$2.50 each. Postage 50¢.
pardina $3.00;
striata.
1
FONTCUBERTA S, 5580 Woodfulg;d
.
... a o0 1 • 00 ; senor ita ONION . SETSOld time whi._t. e
lawn Pl., New Orleans,La.
••1 • 00 • (C yr t an thus ) : san- multiplying nest onions.
guineus S 1 • 00 • "William Prolific increase, Sprin@
Henry" 82.00; Agapanthus; green onions to boilin@
unnamed 50¢; Peter Pan size. Plant early Fall,
$1 ,00;
Marica gracilis for South only. $2.00 per
YUCCA filmentosa, 4 year 35¢; Rhodophiala: bifida 100 3 Doz.
$1.00
All
. seedling
plants.
Just 35¢; Xhuntiana unfiowerod Postpaid# CARL H. GANTNER
·right to transplant! For 50¢; Currant
Red 75¢;i ·13120 Cantara St
North
specimen, group, or edging Handling 60¢ ALEK KORSA~ , Hollywood Calif 91605
$1.25 each,
Pediocactus KOFF, 7634 Oriole St., .
'
•
robustier •• becoming scarce Jacksonville, Fla. 32208
in
habitat.
These are,t---------------------------4
SEDUMS
from
a private garden.
CHOICE PLANTS
6 for $1.00 Any sedum ex$4.00 prepaid. KARR KAC-, Choice and
rare
rock cept the shrubs; 2 diffTUS, P.O. Box 615, Canon plants, interesting mini- erent creeping veronica;
City, Colo. 81212
ature rock gardens , heath · Lysimrnachia
numutaria ;
---------~_._____________~and heathers, wide selec- Comfrey herb; Peppermint;
tion of hardy
cactus. Orangement;
Curlymint;
CACTI
Sorry no
mail orders. Applemint. Sage; English.
Surprise box of Cacti and PINE
HILL GARDENS, Box Adamovicii; Citriodorus;
succulents.
Approx. 15
R.D.1, Cheswick, Pa. Angustifolia, Herba Baroplants. ·cuttings,rooted , 331,
15024
na; Languinosus; Thymes;
labeled, 81.00 ppd. MRS.
Gilia dianthoides; DianMARTIN GNADT, Alma, Kan. ~----------------------~thus deltoides brilliant
66401
IRIS
or mix colors; Hardy Ger--------------------------~ IRIS-TALL BEARDED dwarfs, aniums, Grandiflorum and
NEW CACTI SEED List now ; _rebloomers; request list·, Robertianum,
MRS. NINA
available free: enclose inspected labeled,
400 JOHNSON, R,2, Galeton, Pa
10¢ and
receive large priced 25¢ up all colors; 16922
·
pkt. of commercially out .Mailing ends last October
dated Cacti and Succulent MRS. ALICE BOULDIN, Twin
TUBERS
seed mix. CACTI SEED CO. ' Wheels Farm, Rt.2, Box Parrot Lily (Alstromeria
P.O . Box 162, Toronto 9 ' 302, Elan College, N.C. pulchella) tubers 12 for
Canada.
t-2:....7:...;2:....4:....4~----.....------l 11 • 00 ppd. MRS.
G. R.
SMITH, Box 512, Rose l and ,
La. 70456

GARDEN PlANTS

CACTUS~

Gou.ROS

------------------------~

MIXED OFFERS
GOURDS
Gardens,
Long neck
gourds, two Mackglentheo
$1,00.
Five ornamental Millington, Mich. 48746
CACTI
Many potted
cacti and gourds 50¢ (all differ- offers surpri se collecsucculents. Also seeds of ent) 10 seed of birdhouse tion fresh cut African
the winter hardy cacti 'gourd, 25¢, stamped enve- Violet leaves 12 forl1w50
and some yucca. KARR KAC- l ope. 10 "Texas Size" Or- Stamp bring s list. Also
35¢. Iris 20 for $3.00 our
TUS, P.O. Box 615, Canor namental beans,
PAULINE BATEMAN, Dickens, choice. Dayl ilies 10 for
City, Colo. 81212
$3.00 all d ifferent.
Tex. 79229

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS ·"D"
CELL WATER CATALYSTS

CLASSIFIED

HOUSE PLANTS

DOLL CLOTHES for sale,all
sizes: Stamp for list.
HOUSEPLANT
CUTTINGS 15 · MRS. V. FAGAN, 119 Albany
for $1.25; 10 rooted$1.25 Ave., Amityville, L.I.,
10 Sedum or Rock Garden N.Y. 11701
plants all different andl-------------------------·postpaid
$1.00
List THE
DEVILS
CURIOSITY
Houseplants, perennials,£ SHOESTRING, two dry roots 1
stamp.
HELEN RICKETTS, Postpaid
50¢:
JACKSON
4809 Fisher, Howell,Mich. HOOVER, Rt.4, Wetumpka,
48843
Ala. 36092

Bring new life to yourself
your pets and your plants
through the miraculous DCell Catalyst that purifies water and charges it
with white light energy.
One No. 2 white catalyst
will charge many gallons
of tap water for drinking,
treating seeds or watering
plants. $1 each. Infor~~~--------------------·~~~~~~~~------~~--lmation
and testimonials
for 25.¢ and stamped, selfWANDERING JEW cuttings, 18
STAMPS
different labeled and post Stamp collector will p&y addressed envelope. HILARY
M. DOREY. 12 Arnold ~ve.,
paid, $2.25 MARY BOATRIGHT 50¢ hundred,
postcards ~ept.z,
Newport,R.I. 02840
724 w. Poplar, Harrisburg, and covers (envelopes).
Ill. 62946
Those postmarked before
1920.
Describe
before THE COMPLETE INDOOR Light
HOUSE PLANTS
mailing. HARRY WILLIAMS, Garden! "Add - a -shelf"
Sanseveria
· Cylindrica 24 24 Manford, Fort Wayne, ·Plant Grower. Send today
(Horns) Specimen plants ~I~n~d~·-4~6~8~0~6~--------------- l : for free literature. NEAS
$1.50 • . Postage 50¢ FONTGROWERS SUPPLY, Box 8773,
CUBERTA'S , 5580 Woodlawn
'Greenville, South CaroPl., New Orleans, La.
lina 29604
--~---------.----~--~----~ TRADE:
IRIS, daffodils,~-----------------------VIOLETS AND BEGONIAS
daylilies: Have hundreds
8 large, - blooming labeled different of each or oth- ZIP CODE DIRECTORY: You
for old can be sure of faster
Afr i can Violets or 8 or- . er perennials
name ntal leaved begonias china, glass, dolls , pos- mail delivery when you
(no Semperflorens)- labtal cards, etc.: EMMA'S. ZIP code all mail. This
eled-Each collection post POSY PATCH, Rt.1, Dittmer · new . ZIP code directory
paid $5.00
Each plant Mo. 63023
covers all 50 states,plus
different.
MRS.
BERT ~-------------------------- ·U.S. possessions with ovROUTH,
Louisburg,
Mo.
FOR SALE, 105 Hot Rod ._ er 35,000 listings. Spec65685
books 1959-1960-1961-1962 ial rate to Church Groups
to highest ~ffer: Stamp for fund raising. Order
please: EMMA S HWY. 30, yours today
send only
Rt.1, Dittmer, Mo. 63023 · $1 . 00 to: A.'PIRELLO,P.O.
SWAP
Box 1066, Dept. OG-101,
FROM
THE OZARKS- Dolls,
Erie Pa 16512
novelties of native mater- I am anxious to obtain a
•
•
ials, my own mimeographed, start qf zebra grass, the
ORGANIZATION
illustrated hobby books, variety with
crosswise Saintpaulia International
Rebel Cave book, my own stripes, - not lengthwise, membership $3.50 includes
i
th
i
Will swap a s~all, rooted magazine G.S.N.
giving
magaz ne, 0 er magaz nee curly- leaf w~llow. · Also authoritative information
and
price lists.
Send
stamped envelope for com-. want seed of red Valerian for growing African Vioplete price list to MAE (Centranthus ruber). Will _ lets, gloxinias episcias,
DEES, Coldwater, Mo. 63934 swap seed of Cosmos Sun- other gesneriads · and ex------~----------------~ set. Write first. EDITH otic plants. Box 10604,
BESTARD,
R.1,
Eureka Knoxville , Tenn. 37919
Springs, Ark.
· NOVELTIES
RUGS
Doll house
rugs, cro- SWAP-IRIS~ - daffodils,day- H~nd painted
miniature
cheted. Wonderful gifts lilies, other perennials p~tchers or vases 3 for
for little girls. 50¢ and for old items such as Chi- $1.25 Award Santa dolls
stamped envelope .
EDNA.- )na glassware dolls, before $1.50 . Pixie Rabbit dolls
JOHN, 1481 "D• Spring- 1940 postai cards. MRS. $1.25 State map pot holdfield, Ore. 97447
OSCAR . FICKEN Rt 1 · Ditt- era 3 for $1.25 Many othmer, Mo . 63023 · • '
er novelties. MRS. MILDANTIQUING OR PORCELINIRED ALLEN, 1021 9th St.,
ZI NG
flowers, complete
~A_u_b_u_r_n~,_N_e_b~·-6_8~30~5_______ _
instructions
35¢
and
DEAR LETTER, go upon your
stamped envelope:
·
way, etc •.• , gummed enveRECIPE for making Potpou- !·BEAUTIFUL CH~NESE BANANA lope
seals, 250 / $1.00.
rii from Rose leaves , 25¢ -i (Musa Cahvend~tshunk)co~p ac t ACME PRINT, Landrum, s.c.
and
stamped
envelope: 1 grower, eavy r
• •
2q~s6
PAULINE BATEMAN, Dickens, . ! Hybrid Dutch_Meade Amar- ~~~--------------------Texas 79229
1 yllis bulbs m~xed, pinks,
HARRIETT'S needlework and
·
1 corals,
flamingos, reds, ' lace
instruction, precandy stripes 20/$1.00 • . serve and pickle recipes,
Everyone reads the Ozark Blooming size 5/$1.25 ppd nature study. Sample 25¢.
Gardens Classified.
You : SULENS
NURSERY,
Rt.1, 6 issues $1.00. BOX 20796
ar~l
Leesburg, Fla. 32748
Los Angeles, Calif. 90006

SWAP

MISCELLANEOUS

TROPICAL PLANTS
3 50

-::=z:====::;=====::;=:::::s::::::j'
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THE

CLASSIFIED

MARKET PLACE

GARDEN AIDS

WANTED
WANTED

LOADED with VALUES!

BARGAIN COLUMN

LOOK WHAT a "D" cell cataSEEDS· 25¢ pkg, stamped
lyst will do for you, "D" Wanted: Small quanti ties envelope, 6 pkg. $1,10, ·
cell catalyst purifies wa- of Amaryllis seed or bulb Ascleoias, Clerodendron,
.ter and charges it with suita~le . for growing in- Daubentonia,
Erythrina,
white light energy. One doors, Write giving brief Pomegranate,
Roselle,
no.2 white catalyst wil] description and price, to Stokesia, MRS. E. SANTcharge many gallons of .tal KEITH BROWN, Apt, 9-B; MYER, 1315 S, Charlotte
water for drinking, treat- 25 o1 Soldiers Home Rd., Ave., Sarasota,Fla. 33580
ing seeds before planting, Lafayette, Ind. 47906
6
or . watering plants, Justi~--------------------------------;FRENCH
strawberries,
drop the "D" cell catalyst
WANTED
for $1,00 African Violet
into a gallon jug of tap Wanted-Source of Hop Vine leaves, all colors, 4 for
water or well water. After seed like grandma used 25¢ plus 25¢ postage and
24 hrs, it is ready to for yeast. MRS.
LEILA packing, MARSALESE, 280
use. When the water is t DAVISSON, 9779 Ste, Rte. Coal Hollow Rd., Verona,
1
used, refill and start ov- 4,
Mechanicsburg, Ohio ~P~a~·~
5~14~7~-----------------er again. One testimonial: 43044
Pedal Pushers, shorts for
I have been using your
teen dolls, Barbie etc,
catalysts on my shrubs and
WANTED
25¢ ppd. MRS. v. FAGAN,
flowers and feel they are Will trade or buy white 119 Albany Ave.-, Amitydoing a lot of good, My Liatris plants tor orchid ville, L.I., NY 11701
roses are thriving and I ones, or orange 0, pop- ~------------------------
have never had many blos- pies,
or mixed
tulip Cacti cuttings, opuntia
some on my hibiscus, the bulbs, or any other plant old lady,25¢,long stamped
plants are all dark green that I have, fall orchid envelope. MRS. V. FAGAN,
and healthy looking. I am Daisies, for white, red, 119 Albany Ave., Amityvery much pleased. Unquote or pink. MRS . T. Owczar- ville, L.I., N.Y. 11701
Try making coffee or tea ak, 74 Peoria· Ave., Burwith the cell water, even falo, N.Y. 14206
Devil needle seeds 2 for
ice cubes, Wonderful for~------------------------~ 25~ stamped envelope. MRS
washing all vegetables beWANTED
V. FAGAN, 119 Albany Ave,
fore placinP: . in refrig~ra- Wanted Herb raisers; gift Amityville, L. I.,
N. Y,
tor ,J$1,00 each or 3
for book worth $2.00 25¢ for 11701
,$2 . 50 . HILARY M. DOREY, 12 mailing. Handwriting an-._.....:..~------------
Arnold Ave., Dept.Z, New- alysis 50¢ LUNDS BOOKS, RAINBOW sweat fern cutport, R.I. 02840
2773 E, 79, Cleveland 4, tinge with nice roots,
in soil in fish
--~---------~-~QOhniiQ0_4i4~10~4t__ _ _ _ _ _~Grows
bowls or other covered
N ~
glass containers.
Easy
CO~U_ft1N
instructions i f requested
-~--=-..:....:...::......;__ _-'-=~....:...---1·4
for $1,00 MRS. ALBERT
OLD fashion double and RITCHEY, 2700 Jefferson
single Daffodills 50 for St., Terre Haute, Ind.
·A new display ad rate is $1 . 00: Twink,
Thalia, . 47802
now in effect for O~ark Daphnia, Flower Carpet,16 ~~~----------------------
Gardens. Display ads are for $1,00 Add postage, IRIS seed require freezcut in half until further SUSIE MONROE, The Plains· ing plant now to November
notice, Display ad rs,te Virginia.
Spring Germination. Fancy
is 12.50 per column inch, ~--~---------------------~bearded Iris: Siberian Ithis is a 3 inch column. Begonia cuttings, 15 dif • . ria: From red, pink, blue
Discounts are given on labeled, postpaid, $2.00 or mixed. And latest daylarger Display ads,please MARY BOATRIGHT, 724 W, lilys. Any one above 25¢
contact the Editor for Poplar, Harrisburg, Il~. teaspoon and stamped encomplete discount rates. ~6_2_9_46-------~~----;velope, FLOYD SPADE, R.D1
The deadline for · display
Rochester, Pa . ·15074
ads is the 5th of the
month preceding publica·Jumbo Elephant Garlic 2
tion. Camera ready copy THE BARGAIN COUNTER AGAIN huge starts 8 small $1,00
appreci~ted,
· RETURNS for the small ad- RARE HATHOR
Amaryllis
Classified Deadline, 15th/ vertiser. Ads will be ac- white golden anthers 2
.
cepted here at the
old yrs, photo if returned,
ADVERTISING
rate. 50¢ for- the
nrst $1.00 LEN MIRZWICK, 315
RATES
25 words, 4¢ for each ad- Piper St., Healdsburg.,
ditional word. There will Calif.
Classified ads
are as be NO separate listing in
listfollows 5¢ per word. NOT- this. All Bargain
ICE 3 times for the price ings will appear under 1 ITALIAN MIXED Spices for
of 2 until further not- heading. Those paying , 5¢ spaghetti sauce. 8 bags
ice, add copy cannot . be per word, three times for for $1, 18 bags for $2.
changed. Checking
copy the price of
two
will Recipes included, Postnot available,
please have their ad under
a paid, D. MU}~HREY, 17336
subscri be,
The bargain classified heading.
Kniffen st.,
Elsinore,
column is unchanged.
Calif. 92330
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BARGAIN

FROM
THE
MILL
HAKD

Welcome to the September issue of"The
Garden Magazine full of People". My oh
my, there are so many in this issue I
was afraid we might lose some going in
the mail.
To each contributor of this wonderful
magazine we want . to say Thank You! Here
is my only -chance to thank each person
that has written a letter to us, sent
in a gift subscription for a garden
friend, or just said "Hi" in their renewal slip. It was good to hear from
each one of you. Please write to us
often, we love to hear from you.
This is youf last chance to order extracopies o the "Harvest Issue", why
not give Uncle Jake or Aunt Molly a
gift subscription starting with the October issue. I'm so excited over the
"Harvest Issue",I think the only thing
I'm going to write for the mill hands
that month is Amen. The Harvest Issue
will be full of pictures of your writers. The photos are now coming in and
you will . meet your friends in their
hobbies or work , also you will see the
mill hands, the Country Parsons family,
Dr. Sanders in his Herb factory, and oh
yes, "Little Flower" on the left hand
corner of the Chit-Chat Page will see
you also. "Little Flower"?? Yes, she
is a little lady, wait and see.

Ozark Gardens
I.D. 1, 101 227
FAIRVIEW, PENNA. 16415
Plllllsllell M01tllly

T. C. LEOPOLD
Elllter

••II Plllllshr

EDITH BEST ARD
Asslcllle Ellltor
l~rekl

Sprl111 , Arkl•••• 72632
Subscription Rates
Per Year ••••••••••••• $ 2.50
6Months •••••••••••• • $ 1 . 25

2 Years •••• •• •• • .••• $4. 50
No part of Oza r k Ga r d ens ·~ay be reprinted either complete . or in part
Without the written permission
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theEdit or a nd Publ i s h er .
We are no t r esponsibJ.e . for a dv e rtise
mente other than our oWJL. We a s sume
that our adv ertisers a1·e honest · and
.hli&bla.
,

The mill hands were invited to the
Eastern Convention of the Begonia Society last July the 31st. Here we promoted OG to the limit, giving out sample
copies of the August issue. Now and
then we could feel tears in our eyes as
we saw Ozark Gardens being read through
out the plush lobby and dining room of
the Holiday Inn at_New Kensington, Pa.
How happy we were OG did not die an unjustily death but ever live.s on and is
read by the best people in the world- -YOU!
Here we met some of our writers, Mrs.
Daisy Austin, Mr. Shatzer, Mr • . Sausaman, and on the way home stopped to see
our Rock Garden writer. At Mr. and Mrs
Modica we saw their wonderful gardens
and had a good glass of lemonade for it
was hot. Long will we remember the Modica for ~heir sweetness and kindness
to us, it is wonderful to have such
writers in OG.
But tragedy struck my heart on Wednesday August 3. A phone call said our
other three writers were in an au~o
mobile accident and were hurt badly.
Daisy Austins leg was broken and Mr.
Shatzer and Mr. Sausaman both had severe rib injuries. That is why Garden
Lightly is not with us this month.
Readers, lets show these three ¥Onderful people that we do care that they
are hurting, send them a get well card
and fill their mail with your wishes.
.Their addresses are on their respective
columns. We are personally sadened by •
their mishap, for to meet these three
people is to make our life much richer.
Mrs. Hugh Campbell of Iowa come here
just a moment, I want to tell you something. Remember what you wrote in your
letter when you sent in your renewal?
Come a little closer, I don't want everyone to hear us, but remember you
said 1 how you look forward to the regular contributors and wish you could
know them personally. Now don't tell
anyone, but in November we are starting
a two year series of "Let's Meet Our
Contributors". It's rather funny too
because the contributors don't even
know about it, that's how secret it is.
But did you know Cactus Pappy once
lived in the Mid West and once was a
florist? Did you know Ray was in the
Marines for years and is retired? Did
you know Margaret Drake Elliott has an
Indian name? Did you know Leila Davisson aiso lecture·s··
on herbs? Do you
know your editor is a dairy farmer? Did
you know Caroline Johnston is a writer,
you didn't know this did you. Now do
not tell a soul until next month and we
will tell you all about it. Until the
"Harvest Issue", bye now. Your Editor.
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